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Foreign investment in the media in
Ireland

Wolfgang Truetzschler

Satellit e Broadcast ing, FilmjVideo Product ion and Distribution, Advertising

There are an increasing number of instances of foreign (mainly U.S.) capital
Investments in the Irish media. Generally. foreign ownership. although on the lncrease.
Is quite Umited and of no particular (outspoken) concern to any group or politicians
within lreland. ln lrish law there are no explicllly s lated restrictions on foreign
ownership of lrish medJa services. but In early 1991 1t still seems unlikely that any
Irish mass medium will be totally foreign-owned ln the near future. The exceptions to
this are those media whose requirements of investment capital would far exceed the
financial capacity of a small state like Ireland. This Is the case in Direct Broadcasting
by SateiJite (DBS). where the licence for Irish DBS was awarded to Atlantic SatelUtes, a
company 87 per cent of whose shares are owned by Hughes Communication. a
subsidiary of the US Hughes Aircraft Corporation.

Wolfgang Truetzschler is a
lecturer in communications In
the Dublin Institute of
Technology and a member of
the Euromedia Research
Group. His most recent
publications include papers
on media policy in Ireland and
on local radio in Europe. He is
joint editor of a forthcoming
book by the Euromedia
Research Group on European
media policy.

A further section of the media lndustry in which foreign ownership dominates is
adverusmg. in that the maJOr1ty of the larger lrish advertising agencies. as Is the case
ln a great number of West European countries. are owned by US and UK multinational
agencies. In fact. multinational agencies now control more than half the advertising
agency turnover of around £150 million (1990). In the field of outdoor advertising, the
Irish company With around 67 per cent of the market (David Allen Outdoor Advertising)
Is owned by the French media multinational Aventr Havas.
As well as that. 1V3. the planned private commercial television channel may tum
out to be partially. If not wholly own ed by foreign companies. seeing that the 1V3
consortium seems lo be running into difficulties findlng Irish investors wUling to put
up all of the £30 million necessary to set up the television station (see below). Another
area of the mass media that Is almost wholJy foreign owned Is that of film distribution
which - like in many other counlrles - Is mainly In the hands of the major US fl.Jm
companies. On the other hand. the Irish film and television programme production
Industry consists mainly of Irish owned companies. The only exception is film
an imation which has become a major part of the Irish film industry. due to the
establishment of three companies of US origin (Sullivan Bluth Studios. Murakami Wolf.
a nd Emerald City (1)).

Although foreign owned, Irish stale agencies retain a certain amount of control in
the sections of the media industry ouWned above. Thus the services provided by any
future Irish satellite are subject to government approval; in the area of film distribution, aU films shown In Ireland are subject to the fairly extensive Censorship of Film
legislation which specifies. inter alia. that aU films shown In public need a certificate
issued by Ireland's Film Censor.
Advertising Is subject to an agreed code of advertising standards drawn up by the
Iris h advertising industry; broadcast advertising is subject to the government-approved
RTE Code of Standards for Broadcast Advertising. In future. broadcast advertising will
be subject to the EC Directive on Television Broadcas ting 1989. and to a 'code of
practice relating to advertising and other commercial promotions'. which the Minister
for Communications Is obliged to draw up under Section 4 of the Broadcasting Act
1990.

Print media

Foreign ownership of the press In Ireland is, as yet. quite limited. but there are a
number of instances of it. The main one is the 1989 acquisition of a controlling 50 per
cent share in the loss-making Irish Press Newspapers by the US company Ingersoll
PubUcaUons. Irish Press newspapers publish three national papers: the Irish Press,
Evening Press. and the Sunday Press with audited circulation figures (1990) of 60,635.
99.467 and 207.852 copies respeclivPiy. However. as this group of newspapers has
only a relatively small market share (approXimately 24 per cent of the total circulation
of national daily newspapers and 23 per cent of nationa l Sunday newspapers (1990)),
the sale has a fairly negligible effect in terms of overall foreign ownership of the press.
As well as thal. Eurexpanslon. a Belgian subsidiary of the French publishing
Groupe Expansion. owns a 50 per cent shareholding ln the Sunday Business Post. a
new business newspaper launched ln November 1989. The tabloid newspaper 7he Star.
with an average dally circulation of 76.752 sold copies (I 990). is jointly owned by the
Irish company Independent Newspapers and Express Newspapers (UK). Furthern1ore.
the British publishing empire run by Robert Maxwell has bought a controlling interest
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in Irish TaUer Publications. publisher of seven consumer magazines in all. including
several in-house titles of a number of Irish companies.

2. See the arUcle on
"Broadca.sU.n g Law and Broadcasllng
PoUcy ln Ireland" In lhls teaue.

Newspaper reports in June 1990 reported on a planned acquisition that would
constitute a significant Inroad into foreign ownership of the Irish press medium.
namely the planned purchase of 20 per cent of Independent Newspapers (the largest
press group in Ireland) by the Washington Post. Apparently. the Washington Post
Company, which Is also involved tn U.S. cable television, became interested in the Irish
company because of the latter company's interest in 18 of the recently awarded
Multipoint Microwave Distribution System (MMDS) licences (2). Ireland being the first
EC country to use this television retransmission technology which is seen as having a
potential for the television system in Europe generally. What may not be unrelated to
this reported planned acquisition is the fact that Dr. Tony O'Reilly. chairman (and
owner of the largest shareholdlng) of Independent Newspapers Is a member of the
board of the U.S. company. However. at the end of February 1991 there has been no
further news on this planned acquisition: in fact an enquiry to the head office of
Independent Newspapers elicited the response that this deal bad not materialized.
Again. it is probably the small size of the Irish market that has to date precluded
foreign. especially British. publishers from buying up Irish newspapers/magazines. As
well as that British newspapers are freely available In Ireland and as Ireland. unlike
the UK. imposes value-added tax on the printing of newspapers. the U.K. newspapers
are generally cheaper than Irish newspapers. Therefore It is probably far more
profitable for British newspapers to print a few extra copies of their British editions for
the Irish market than to contemplate buying an Irish newspaper company. Ireland
retains a certain amount of control of Imported publications through Its censorship
laws. Thus some BriUsh publications are banned from sale in Ireland, especially ones
which are construed by the official Censor of Publications as being obscene, or not in
the Interests of public morality. e.g. magazines such as Playboy. and most recently the
Sunday Sports. (The same legislation applies to books. and It tends to be foreign books
of an explicit sexual nature that are banned in Ireland.)

Broadcast and Electronic Media
Concerning the broadcast media, at limes there seems to be what could be
described as an implicit (I.e. not formally staled) government policy of restricting (or at
least limiting) foreign ownership of this mass medium (which generally tends to be
more highly regulated than the press). The clearest recent (1990) instance of this was
the insistence by the Government on the sale of Cablelink. the largest cable operator in
Ireland with over 80 per cent of the total number of cable television subscribers. to
Telecom Eireann rather than to the US company PacTel (thereby also preventing any
possible competition by PacTel with Telecom Eireann in the provision of
telecommunications services via cable systems networks).
With the excepUon of the Dublin station 98 FM. In which 18 per cent of the
shares are held by Downtown Radio. Belfast (and a further 2 per cent by one of
directors of the Northern Irish station). the llcences for private local radio services are
in the hands of Irish companies. In fact. the broadcasllng contracts between these
companies and the Independent Radio and Television Commlssion (IRTC) specify that
any change in ownership of the respective radio station (and of ownership of more than
25 per cent of the shares In individual stations by a person not normally resident fn a
member state of the European Communilles) is subject to the approval of the IRTC.
whose decisions In tum are subject to approval by the Minister for Communications. In
this way. any possible buy-out of a broadcast medium could In theory be prevented by
the government. should It wish to do so.
As regards the planned 1V3. It Is generally expected that this new service will be
partially foreign owned. It seems likely that one of the British I1V companies. such as
Yorkshire Television and/or Northern Ireland's lTIV. will take a share in 1V3 or will
come to some arrangement In terms of sharing programming. Also. a newspaper report
in October 1990 stated that Radio Luxembourg's (RrL) parent company CLT Is Involved
in negotiations about becoming a major investor in 1V3. There may be some accuracy
in this press report as an investment of this nature would seem to be of interest for
CLT as It would give RTL with its experience in television broadcasting a foothold in
English language television. However. a more precise evaluation of the possible
ownership of1V3 will have to await the signing of contracts between 1V3 and the IRTC.
an event which Is expected to happen in the late spring of 1991.

Another instance of foreign investment in the Irish broadcast media Is the
national private commercial radio station. Century 100. In 1990 Century was reported
to have accumulated losses of between £3-£4 million since the start of its operations in
mJd 1989. Since then Capital Radio London has provided the station with loan capital
of IR£1.5 million as part of a management contract for Century Radio. As part of this
deal. Capital Radio was given the option of taking a 20 per cent share in Century. an
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option that has not yet been taken up at the end of February 1991. So effectively
Century is currently being operated in line with programming and operational ideas
partially emanating from London. Whether or not this means that ultimately Capital
Radio wlll own a major sha re in the Irish national radio service Is not yet clear.
Concerning cable systems. the second largest operator in the Stale. the firm
Cable Management (Ire) Ltd.. is a mainly US owned company. The firm has 18 of the
43 cable television licences issued by the Department of Communications. and has a
total of approximately 35.000 cable television subscribers. It Is also one of the seven
MMDS fra n chisees and has been allocated four of the 29 MMOS television
retransrnlssion licences in the Donegal/Sligo area. The company is currently upgrading
Its cable systems In order to provide a maximum of 35 television channels to its
subscribers. Cable Management may also become a major force in the provision of
cable television in Northern Ireland where it has acquired (from British Telecom) the
finn Ulster Cablevis!on, the company llcensed to provide cable television in Belfast. The
company is currently planning to instal cable television in around 130.000 homes in
the greater Belfast area.
Finally . there Is a certain amount of foreign Investment in the Irish telematic
media (3}. Thus the company Min!tel Communications Ltd. (MCL}. which started its
Minitel videotex service in March 1991. is a company Jointly owned by Allied Irish
Banks, Telecom Elreann. Telecom France and the French bank Credit Lyonnaise.
Traditionally Irish videotex services have been undertaken primarily as private
business ventures and were aimed at specific interest groups. However. Mlnitel will be
the first service aimed not only at the business market. but also a t the general Irish
consumer market. MCL is currently Introducing 5000 Mlnitel terminals In Ireland. it
plans to increase this number to 10.000 over the next 5 years.

3. Jl«ordtng to the lntunaUonal
Tele<ommunlcatlona Union,
telemnllcll descrlbc:s a set of
&ervfce~~. diiTc:rent from the
Lrnd!Uonal telegraphic and
telephonic one&, whteh can bc:
provldcd to the users by a
telccoanmuntc.aUona nel and whtch

allow public and prlvale tnfonnaUon
and data to be sent and r«cl~d .
Telematlc media Include electrOnic
mall, vtdeolCJC. teletext,
vtdeoconfc:n:nclng. bomebanld.ng.

etc.
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The television audience:
A research review
Mary Kelly
Television research ers. like television producers, regulators and oth er
commentators. have used a variety of perspectives in their attempt to understand
different facets of that apparently simple but in effect rather illusive category 'lhe
television audience'. In this article I will look at three of these: those which have
empbazised the audience as consumers. those which have defined the audience as
public citizens, and those which have focused on the audience as cultural actors.
While noting previous research within each of these perspectives and drawing on Irish
research when available, I WIU particularly concentrate on more recent developments.
These developments have tended to break down some of the earlier boundaries
between perspectives. between their different definitions of the audience and between
their different methodologies.
In recent years there has been renewed interest in the television audience, due lo
two major stimuli. One is interest in examining changing audience behaviour in the
light of the introduction Into the home of new media technologies - especially cable,
satellite and video. and the related internationalization and commercialization of
television programming.
The second Is the Increasing theoretical Interest among media researchers In
culture. In everyday social practices. and in understanding the relationship between
everyday socio-cultural practices and power. This latter theoretical interest has opened
up a space for new theoretical and empirical work on the television audience.

Research on the Audience as Consumers
Research into the audience as media consumers has taken three forms. The frrsl
identified the audience as a mass of individual consumers. and investigated the
psychological effects of media content on these individual consumers. This is often
entitled a 'stimulus - response' model of media consumption. The second model saw
each audience member as having soclo-psychologlcal motivations which s/he sought lo
gratify tl1rough media consumption decisions - and was hence entitled a 'uses and
gratifications' model of media consumption. A third model sees these sociopsychologically motivated consumption decisions as being taken within, and centrally
influenced by. broader socio-cultural contexts and taste cultures.
Since the 1920s media researchers have been interested in systematically
investigating the inlluence of the media on the attitudes and behaviour of audience
members. In the early days researchers were Interested in the Influence of films, later
moving on to radio and subsequently lo television. Simplistic models of audience
'effects' drawing on a stimulus-response model were soon abandoned by some. as
research highlighted how the existing cognitive and emotional dispositions of the
audience member influenced what was viewed and bow the viewer responded.
Research also began to note the Influence of the viewer's social environment on these
predisposl lions.
The movement from the first to the second model may be exemplified in the
extensive research on the influence of violent 1V on children which has been
undertaken in the USA. A general conclusion of this research Is that some children
may be encouraged In their aggressive behaviour by viewing some types of violent 1V
programmes. Thls tends to occur. however. only under certain conditions. One such
important condition Is an existing predisposition In the child to be aggressive. A second
concerns the attitudes towards aggression of those in the child's immediate social
environment. In general. these attitudes must be accepting of aggressive behaviour - or
even encourage aggression - If the child is to act aggressively. A third condition is the
particular form of violence seen by the child. This latter condition includes such factors
as the perceived authoritativeness of the programme seen and the reality of the
violence to the child (see Brown. 1976; Comstock el al, 1975. Howitt. 1982; Lowery et
al. 1983).
These three findings - firstly. that 1V does not generally create attitudes or
behavioural responses in the viewer but may confirm existing predispositions;
secondly. that the message is mediated by significant others in the viewer's
environment. and thirdly that the programme form Is Important - are typical of a wide
range of research findings on media effects. These findings hold true whether the
research bas examined the influence of media violence on children or the Influence of
election television on voters.
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The importance of understanding attitudinal and behaVioural predispositions led
researchers, as noted above, to develop the 'uses and gratifications' approach to the
television audience. This approach focuses on bow lndlvlduals actively use media
content to obtain gratification. and to fulfil their own pre-existing needs and interests.
Whlle some research in this tradition has fruitfully - lf routinely - identified a
typical set of motivations for media use (e.g. the desire for information, for diversion.
for social contact or to reinforce one's personal identity). other researchers have
pushed this 'uses and gratifications' framework further by examining what kinds of
personalities choose what kinds of programmes and why. This was the social
psychological approach taken by Grant Noble in Children in Front of the Small Screen.
He undertook research into Viewing patterns among 13-15 year olds in a boarding
school for 'somewhat privileged boys' in Dublin in the early 1970s. He concluded by
identifying three categories of boys: Conformist. Rebel and Problem boys. Each
category, he argued. had their own programme preferences, motivation to View and
televiewing style. He examined how these preferences and televiewing styles were
influenced by their social environment. In particular their relationship With their famlly
and peer group. I summarise his conclusions below.
Conformist boys had a strong sense of their own identity, an identity which they
perceived as supported by the Views of peers. parents and teachers about them. They
were also strongly embedded In peer group relationships. This group enjoyed news and
comedy programmes in particular. and talked about the content of these programmes
With family and friends. Rebel boys tended to be identified by other boys as leaders.
but not as close friends. They had a relatively clear sense of their own identity, but
rejected what they perceived as parental and teacher conceptions of them. These boys
sought out progranunes which featured the lone urban man. the lone and aggressive
hero. in. for example, detective and western stories. and identified with such heros.
They tended not to discuss programmes with parents. but did use 1V viewing to start
up conversations with friends. They interacted within 'straight' 1V presenters (e.g.
newsreaders) by, for example. making rude comment at them while on the television
screen. The last category, problem boys. had little sense of their own identity, often
coming from 'problem' family settings and were isolated from peer groups. Again these
social factors had consequences for the type of programmes Viewed and preferred and
the emotional gratifications sought from these programmes. These boys were found to
enjoy serials, especially family based serials. They liked programmes in which there
was a regularly appearing group of people. They identified With 1V characters more
than either of the other categories. Noble argues that they used 1V in order to practice
interaction within a highly predictable and routinized setting. They did this in order to
try to learn how to interact successfully, and to establish a more stable identity. They
sought companionship and reassurance from television viewing.
The more interesting research in this tradition has thus, I would argue, moved
from simply identifying lists of motivations to an examination of the social psychological predisposition to view certain programme types, and further, to examine
the socio-cultural contexts within which both psychological predispositions and certain
preferences and 'taste' cultures develop. This represents a movement away from an
indiVidualistic conception of the viewer. to the viewer as social and cultural actor.
The most recent research on viewers as consumers thus concentrates on, not so
much the indiVidual consumer, but on the social and cultural contexts in which
consumption decisions regarding 1V are taken, in particular the social context of the
household and the cultural context of socially structured taste cultures.
The recent priority given to investigating the domestic context of the home, and
the placing of the 1V consumer within this context is, in part. due to increasing
Interest in new information and consumer technologies and in understanding how
domestic decisions are reached regarding incorporating such new serVices as cable and
satellite 1V, teletext, VCRs and computers within the home.
Increasingly this research has relied on detailed ethnographic and intensive
intervieWing methods to investigate media consumption Within the context of family
and household interaction. values and lifestyle. It also recognizes that family
interaction is embedded In the broader social and cultural contexts of, among others.
class, gender. generational. educational, ethnic and national taste cultures. Thus.
·... the analysis of broadcasting must be reformulated to take into account Its
inscription within the routines of everyday life and the interweaving of public and
domestic discourses' (Morley et al, 1990:33).
Within the domestic sphere. the question is: what are the family and household
dynamics which influence consumption decisions - regarding, for example, buying a
Video, subscribing to cable or satellite services, deciding which programmes to watch,
or who may use the remote control and when. How are these decisions taken or
negotiated Within the 'microsocial environments of family and household Interaction'
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(ibid). Research findings from Britain. the U.S. and Germany indicate that these
consumption decisions regarding new communication technologies - their buying and
usage - tend to be predominantly in the hands of husband/father. and thus the
consumption of the new media is tending to constitute a 'masculine domain' Within the
household. Sonia Livingstone elaborates:
'Through technology. s p ecifically through his preferred
programme genres - sports or documentaries rather than soaps or
dramas, through his use of the programme listings in the paper to
anticipate demand, of the video recorder to time-shift woman's
[programme) interests, with his zapping with the remote control to
monitor other channels. and his 'shhh' to maintain viewing in his
concentrated, not fragmentary. style, the man controls the major.
shared living space. Technologies are used, then, to further establish
male power In the home. extending public gender relations into the
privacy of the family, expressing the subordination _o f non-earning or
low paid women and legitimating the undervaluing of their domestic
concerns' (Livingstone, 1991). (See also Rogge et al .. 1988; Lindhof.
1987.)
Also Within the context of the domestic sphere. there is increasing interest in
exploring further different televiewing styles between men and women. Why, across a
wide variety of different societies. do we find a consistent preference by men for news
and sports. and a preference for soaps and drama by women? Why is the televiewing
style of women more fragmentary than that for men. with women frequently doing
other things (ironing. knitting. chatting) as well as viewing? Explanations have been
offered in terms of the differential meaning of 'the home' for women as a site for work,
while for men it is much more frequently seen as a site for leisure. Yet women may
also, given the opportunity. take 'time out' to watch a favourite soap or 'weepie' film. in,
for example, the afternoon, or read a romantic novel, and thus create a private and
personal space. She may also tend to use an older communication technology - the
telephone - In a different way to men: to maintain family and friendship networks. and
as a source of emotional Involvement, communication and pleasure. For men. the
telephone is more frequently seen as simply functional - to make arrangements, while
chat is avoided (see Livingstone. 1990: Morley et al. , 1991; Silverstone. 1990).
Thus patterns of consumption - of both old and new communication technologies
- are being investigated in terms of family patterns of negotiation, decision making and
power; in terms of how the family and household is embedded in the Wider world of
kinship. friendship. neighbourhood and work, and indeed how this embedding may be
differentially experienced by men and women. depending on. for example, whether or
not they work outside the home. and their differential responsibilities within the home.
A further mode of investigating consumption decisions examines how they are
influenced by 'taste cultures·, and In particular by class based cultures. This
perspective would suggest th~t consumption decisions regarding new communication
technologies and their display and usage in the home are influenced by the desire of
consumers to strategically appropriate and publicly use these technologies as 'markers
of differentiation', marking the consuming family as members of a particular taste
culture. Such markers operate as claims to identity, to membership of a particular
group, and to status.
A theoxy of the relationship between 'taste cultures' and social class has been
elaborated by Pierre Bourdleu in his attempt to explain the vexy dillerent tastes of the
upper. middle and working class in France. He argues that the differential material and
social conditions of existence experienced by those in different social classes gives rise
to vexy different dispositions and desires (labelled 'habitus· by Bourdieu) whlch are
expressed in different taste and consumption styles. These taste cultures, he suggests,
are further influenced by education. Thus the upper middle classes who have achieved
status through education, attempt to copperfasten their claim to 'superiority' through
particular consumption styles - styles frequently based on cla1ms to superior or
esoteric knowledge - such as knowledge of contemporary 'art' films and contemporary
music; of health foods: or new technologies. This consumption style may be con trasted
with what the educated middle class might characterize as the conspicuous (and
somewhat vulgar) consumption of those whose status is based not on cultural or
educational capital but on economic capital. The latter may prefer fast cars and large
homes with a TV and video in evexy bedroom. Classes thus compete and struggle to
establish . maintain and reproduce their status through elaborating taste and
consumption cultures, hence claiming symbolic superiority over others (Bourdieu.
1984: Millar. 1987; Dimaggio. 1982).
The above discussion on the audience as consumers has traced the movement by
researchers from a passive to an active conception of audience behaviour, and from a
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more tndivtduallstic and psychological perspective to one which emphasizes the sociocultural, domestic. class and gendered contexts in which consumption decisions are
made regarding the use of new communication technologies In the home. and
regarding what programmes to watch and how they are watched. At this point the
emphasis on the audience as consumers begins to articulate closely with perspectives
on the audience as cultural actors. and thus will be taken up again In the third section
below.

Research on The Audience as Public Citizens.
The audience may be defined not only as consumers but as citizens. Through this
lens television viewers are frequently seen as citizens of a particular nation state,
involved 1n a public democratic discourse and hence with the right to be Informed. to
question elites and to make informed decisions. Research of relevance In this context
includes lnvesUgaUons of the extent to which viewers can be directly informed and
influenced by the media on matters of public concern, as well as the Indirect Influence
of the medJa on citizens and on the quallty of public and democratic life generally. by
the way in which the media may contribute to the modification of political. religious,
economic and other major Institutions.
Most of the research on both direct and indirect media Influences has examined
the relationship between the media and politics, in particular examining the media's
'agenda setting' powers - Jts power. through consistently highlighting particular Issues
and presenting them within a particular ideological frame to 'define reallty' for viewers
and to ensure that these Issues are placed on the public agenda. While It Is difficult to
gain conclusive evidence of the media's agenda setting powers, It does appear that
when individuals are heavily dependent on the media for knowledge about particular
issues, have few alternative sources of information or little reinforcement for existing
contrary views, the media may Indeed have the power to both focus attention on this
issue and to define the terms in which it will be discussed. Again. media influence will
depend on certain complex filter conditions: for example. on the class, gender and
political subcultures to which viewers belong and hence the predispositions and
attitudes which Influence what is viewed and how it is received: the extent to which the
media is believed as a credible source of Information: the way the message Is presented
and how frequently It Is repeated (see Morley. 1980; Koslckl et al.. 1990: McLeod et al..
1985; McQuall. 1987: Philo, 1990).
Given the potenllal agenda setting power of the media. It Is tmportant to ask:
whose definition of reality Is being reproduced and amplified by the media? What
particular power groups within a society may influence the media's agenda? What Is
the relationship between political. economic. professional. religious and other elite
groups and the media? Answers to these questions may help to explain why some
Issues are taken up and others excluded: some ideological themes continuously
elaborated while others are marginalized or ignored (see Kelly, 1984 a and b).
The most overt form of control over the media Is of course political censorshlp.
The direct pollllcal censorship of broadcasting coverage of the conflict in Northern
Ireland at present. proscribing the broadcasting of In tervlews wl th members of illegal
organizations or reports of such interviews, requires that the self legtumaung political
statements of members of illegal organiZations be ignored. This leads to violent
incidents being reported as a series of unmotivated and irrational actions. Thus the
'news story' of Northern Ireland is frequently dominated by Images of Irrational
violence. Given what Is known about media power. the likely consequence for many in
the Republic who rely on television and radio as the most credible source of news
(75%), and who have few alternative sources of information on what is happening In
Northern Ireland. is to be extremely Ill-informed regarding one crucial aspect shaping
the conllict in the Northern Ireland. Their rights as citizens to be so informed. and thus
to enable them make informed decisions. bas been fundamentally undermined (Kelly.
1986).
Not only may the media Influence the audience, media coverage may also
influence the actions of political actors. Thus, the media, by consistently putting a
particular Issue (e.g. crime. health -cuts) on the public agenda, may influence
politicians to do something ahout I his issue. In such Instances polJUclans may use the
media as a 'bystander public', assuming media concerns are also the public's concern.
Likewise, a lack of media coverage can lead to political inaction.
Because of the close Interaction and Indeed Interdependence of political and
media Institutions, It Is frequently argued that the media, especially television, have
fundamentally Influenced the contemporary development of political Institutions In
democratic societies. Denis McQuail (1987) has summarized:
'Recurring ideas about the effects of media change on political
institutions Include the following: that personalities (leaders) have
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become relatively more important; that attention has been diverted
from the local and regional to the national stage: that face-to-face
polltical campaigning has declined: that partisanship and ideology
are less Important than finding pragmatic solutions to agreed
problems: that opinion polls have gained Influence: that electorates
have become more volatile (more Inclined to change allegiance): that
general news values have Influenced the attention-gaining activities
of political parties: that internal party channels of communication
have been attenuated: that media tend more to determine terms of
access for politicians: that media logic becomes more important than
party logic In selection and presentation. As always. it is hard to
separate out the effect.s of media change from broad changes In
society working both on the media and on political lnstitutions and
there is much room for dispute about what Is the real cause of a
given effect.'
ln this very complex area of the relationship between media. political lnsututions
and audiences, a n attempt was made to Investigate some aspects of these
Interrelationships In a case study of media coverage of the 1979 European elections In
all EEC countries including Ireland (see Kelly. 1983 and 1984c: Blumler, 1983).

From one perspective. the media in Ireland appeared powerful and autonomous particularly relative to the government of the day. The press predefined the Euroelections. some six months before election day. as a domestic and mid-term test for the
government. Broadcasters followed suit. The government of the day (Fjanna Fall).
however loath to campaign on such a difficult terrain. felt obliged to do so, and indeed
lost the election.
Yet the media operates, not simply in relation to the immediate government of the
day. but within a given and broader political system, where relevant political factors in
European elections Include the timing of the elections In the national election cycle.
and, given the fact that the same parties stand for European as well as national
elections, Euro-election results are very likely to be taken as a test of domestic party
strengths and weaknesses. Broadcasters in all European countries were found to be
similarly influenced by the broad domestic political context within which the election
was held. The comparative research concluded that the definition of an election and
the status il is given. Is not simply within the gift of the media. Rather, it Is distilled
out within the context of the often confllctual relationships between politicians.
broadcasters and audiences within a particular national media-political system. These
relationships and the balance of power and alliances at any one time vary.
It might also be noted at this point that broadcasting coverage of the European
elections in Ireland . as in other EEC countries, operated as a politically mobilizing
force. Those who watched lhe election coverage on 1V were more likely to come oul to
vote than those who did not view. Furthermore, TV viewing was found to be
particularly Influential among those who were otherwise not interested in the elections.
A follow-up study of the 1984 European elections replicated and confirmed these
findings.
Previous research in Western Europe on the broadcasting audience as a 'public'
has tended to see each national broadcasting organiZation as located within a
particular nation state. and as being required by broadcasting legislation. as well as by
the interests of broadcasters themselves, to be responsive to the democratic. cultural
and political interests of that particular nation state. However. as the number of
privately owned and commercial stations rapidly Increases throughout Western
Europe, and as ownership of these stations Is Increasingly internationalized and
concentrated In a few hands. and as the number of Imported entertainment
programmes, especially from the US. offered by these new commercial stations rapidly
outstrips those offered on the older public service stations. concern has been expressed
regarding the consequences for audiences - especially the audience as citizens of a
particular nation slate. The concern Is that ultimately there may be fewer home
produced programmes. especially drama. current affairs and documentary productions
(see Kelly, 1988). and that commercial broadcasting may be much less responsive to
the democratic. public and cultural interests of the nation state, given that Its primary
interest is in making a profiL and that it tends to be owned by a few international
media moguls. In this context we need. as Nicholas Garnham (1990:18) has noted, 'to
rethink the concept of citizenship in the modern world', and to rethink the meaning of
freedom of expression and Information in a world of increased concentration of
economic and communicative power and the consequences of these for the citizen, for
informed political decision making and for representative democracy.
Furthermore, with the rapid increase in the amount of general entertainment
programmes and sport on offer. viewers may increasingly switch to these progranunes.
This will reduce the Importance of the national television service as a public
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informational service and undermine its importance as a site for investigating the
activities of political and other elite groups. Garnham (1990:124) has argued that such
an undermlning of television's present public service functions would contribute to
reinforcing the increasing division between the Information rich and information poor
within society. He notes that the commercialization of the new communication
technologies has led to the creation of a two-tier information market divided between
rich and poor. The former can afford to subscribe to high cost speciaJjzed information,
cultural and communication services characteriZed by range and diversity. whlle the
latter are increasingly reduced to relying on homogenized entertainmen t services.
which in many instances may be imported (see also Golding, 1990).
Concern has also been expressed regarding the increasing Americanization - or
Dallasiflcatlon as it is sometimes called - of West European television. As noted above,
the new commercial stations have been found to import a much higher percentage of
US general entertainment programmes than the older public service stations. From its
Inception, of course. R1E has had to face more foreign competition than almost any
other national television channel in Europe. At the present time this includes overspill
signals from British stations which, along with the third of the population who have
cable, means that two thjrds of the population receive the four British terrestrial
channels. with cabled homes also receiving satellite channels. Furthermore, of the
programmes RTE transmits. over 50% are imported. Nevertheless, Irish produced
programmes are consistently the most popular programmes on R1E - The Late Late
Show, Glenr<>e, Today Tonight and The News. However, recent legislation limiting
advertising revenue on RTE. as well as the possible emergence of the commercial 1V
station 1V3, is bound to limit the amount of finance avrulable for home productions in
the future.
Research on the choices and responses of audiences in the circumstances of more
foreign competition and programming is just beginning in Europe. One such piece of
research- in which Ireland is included - notes that while U.S. dramas such as Dallas
are highly popular with European audiences. home produced setials tend to be even
more popular. National audiences have been found to derive considerable pleasure
from home produced series - especially in Britain and Ireland. with such series as
Coronation Street and Glenroe - in comparison with popular U.S. series (Silj . 1988:45).
The question is, Will existing stations, given increased competition, be able to afford to
continue making such home produced drama?
Media researchers also argue that as the number of television stations increase.
and cross border and imported programmes flow in, the audience will inevitably
fragment. This will considerably weaken the previous contribution of television to 'the
construction of a national culture' (see Scannell. 1988: Schlesinger. 1987). As
audiences fragment, the argument runs. the previous ability of one. or just a few.
national stations to mobilize and involve the population as a whole in the calender of
national life (e.g. major national. sporting and festive events). and its ability to offer a
shared dramatic construction and questioning of national identity in Its news. current
affairs and drama productions. will be considerably undermined both through financial
constraints and because of audience fragmentation. They thus argue that the
commercialization and internationalization of television Will contribute fundamentally
to the deconstruction of national cultures as well as to undermining television's central
role in the public sphere. Television will thus become an internationalized and
commercialized entertainment service rather than a public national service. These
concerns are also expressed and investigated in research on audiences as cultural
actors.

Research on Audiences as Cultural Actors
Some of the best research on the audience as cultural actors draws on a 'cultural
studies' approach to the media. Within this approach. the media is assumed to be but
one part of a much broader cultural scene. a scene which Includes many diverse
cultures. These cultures include. for example, different class, regional. generational.
gender and linguistic cultures. The media tend to articulate and amplify some of these
cultures while Ignoring others. Thus the news tends to focus on the activities and
views of political and economic elites, who also tend to be male, while Ignoring to a
large degree the lives of women and the worldng class. News also tends to focus on the
other extreme of the social spectrum - on those who are seen as a social problem or as
a threat to society. Thus, such groups as travellers, drug addicts, criminals. members
of the working class when on strike, and in the political sphere. terrorists, tend to
receive heavy news and current affairs coverage. Furthermore, these 'problem' groups
frequently tend to be presented in a negative light.
Research within the cultural studies approach also investigates how different
audiences respond to and interpret media content. It emphasises how groups in
different social positions and with different cultural values - such as middle-class as
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opposed to working-class groups. or men as opposed to women, or different
generations - tend to select very different media fonns and content to which to attend.
Furthermore. when groups with different cultural values are exposed to the same
media content. for example shown the same 1V programme, they have been formd to
interpret its content in very different ways. Each group draws on its own cultural
knowledge and values when responding to, enjoying and evaluating the programme.
The audience Is hence no longer seen as an undifferentiated 'mass' audience. On the
contrary. the audience is seen as highly differentiated, each group with its own culture,
values and interest. which materially influence how members actively construct
meaning around the 1V programmes they vtew (see Morley, 1980).
Some researchers have laid. particular emphasis on the potential openness of the
1V text to a very wide variety of meanings, depending on the subcultural context and
values of the viewer (see Fiske. 1987). Others are much more critical of this broad
'polysernic' approach, arguing that texts are constructed around and have embedded in
their form, thematic and narrative structures. particular 'preferred' or ideological
readings. Greg Philo (1990). for example. having undertaken research on the 1V news
coverage of the miners' strike in Britain, has shown that the overwhelming majority
(98o/o) of hls respondents perceived and remembered the 1V news coverage of miners
on the picket line as consistently highlighting violence. Just over half agreed with this
defmmon of the event. believing that most picketing was violent Of those who rejected
this definition (43%). believing that the picketing was in fact mostly peaceful. only
some did so by drawing on subcultural values which offered alternative definitions.
This was the case, for example, for a group of Scottish trade unionists, for a group of
print workers and a group of miners themselves. Others, however, rejected the 1V
definition on other grounds: on the basis that It was contradlcted by alternative
sources of information (e.g. other media coverage, personal experience of the strike or
of miners); or on the basis of a general critique of how 1V news Is constructed or in
terms of logic (e.g. not all miners could have been violent. otherwise there would have
been a revolution). As noted above, however, over half of the respondents accepted the
television version - this included some who were sympathetic to the miners, but
accepted the media view due to the lack of alternative defmitions of the situation.
It would thus appear that subcultural values need to be particularly salient and
strong to offer alternative definitions which will overwhelm the preferred reading
embedded ln the text. Other sources of alternative readings may come from the
information supplied by other media, through personal knowledge, from a
knowledgeable critique of how news is constructed and from subjecting the 1V version
to some Inquiries in logic. However. In the Instance of the miners' strike, the 1V news'
'preferred' definition of miners' behaviour on the picket line as violent was accepted by
a slender majority.
Media researchers in the past decade have also become interested in how
subcultural values influence the decoding of television drama. One of the most
interesting pieces of research in this area has been undertaken by Barbara O'Connor
(1987) on the meaning and pleasure of television viewing for Irish women audiences.
She examines. in a small scale but in-depth study. the role of1V in the lives of various
groups of women differentiated by class, age and urban/rural background. She argues
that women's position in the social structure gave rise to differential cultural
experiences. competences and orientations which. in turn, influence the ways in wWch
they use and respond to the media. Her findings show that preferences for different
kinds of programmes. the pleasures received from these programmes, and the
construction of meaning around a particular 1V drama (in this instance, The Ballroom
of Romance) varies very significantly in terms of class. gender, generation and
urban/rurallocation of the Irish woman viewer.

In a further piece of research on Irish audiences' response to Dallas, O'Connor
has again found differences in terms of class and gender subcultures (see Silj, 1988;
O'Connor; 1990). Given the potential influence of subcultural values on the pleasures
and meanings constructed by viewers around a television drama. it is not surprising
that major differences have also been found In how audiences drawn from very
different naUonaJ cultures also vary widely in their interpretation - again much of the
research here has focused on Dallas (Ang, 1985; Liebes and Katz, 1986).
It might be argued that, given the importance of indigenous cultures and
subcultures In Interpreting television texts, one need not be overly concerned
regarding, for example, the extensive importation of programmes. I would argue that
'preferred readings· are embedded in all texts (although fiction tends to be more open in
this regard than, for example, news). and, as we have noted from PWlo's research on
the 1V presentation of the miners' strike. the rejection of this preferred reading cannot
be assumed even for those who were sympathetic to the miners. Thus it cannot be
assumed that sufficiently strong and salient Indigenous cultures and subcultures exist
to enable viewers to reject the preferred reading and to actively construct their own
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meaning by drawing on their subcultural or national value systems.
Media imperialism operates most effectively in a culturally impoverished society.
where the alternative definitions of reality are too weak to counter those from outside.
The way society members maintain. reproduce and enrich their own cu ltu re and
subcultures is through. inter alia. constantly addressing and responding to others in
terms of shared cultural values and languages: through building, maintaining and
interacting within institutional structures reflecting these cultural values: and through
representing themselves to themselves and to others ln the many diverse media,
cultural and artistic forms available within that culture. Through these forms a culture
is shared and celebrated. made self-aware and thus open to cri tique and to
development. and available as a resource for critiquing and assessing other cultures.
Within this way of looking at culture. television programmes should articulate.
celebrate. develop and critique a range of cultural frames of reference from within a
particular society. This means sufficient money to finance home produced
programmes, and to ensure that they are of sufficient range and quality to compete
With international productions.

Conclusion.
Research on television audiences evidences a convergence of different perspectives
at the present time (see also Curran. 1990). Contributing to this has been an increased
emphasis on culture. on a cultural studies approach to the audience and on
ethnographic and qualitatJve modes of investigation. These are evident In the research
on the audience as consumers which Is examining the use of new communications
technologies In the home, and how this articulates with cultural tastes based on class
and gender: In the investigation of the influence of television on audiences as citizens
of democratic nation states; and in the studies of the construction of meaning around
television texts by a range of subcultural groups - in particular those differentiated by
class. gender and age.
These theoretical and empirical interests also evidence a concern to further
explore television's cultural power. especially in the context of the rapid development of
new media technologies and the related internationalization and commercialization of
television in terms of both ownership and programming. Thus the question of the
ideological power of an internationalized television system within particular national
contexts has been raised. as well as the possible demise of the public and national
services previously offered to citizens by national television organizations. Within this
scenario of expanding commercial television, of new and expensive media technologies,
and of internationalized 1V owned by multi-national and multi-media corporations
(such as Murdoch's News Corporation). the past contribution of public television to the
construction of national cultures will undoubtedly be fundamentally undermined. as
W!JI the range and quality of Information ofTered to citizens - especially the 'information
poor'.
lf one accepts that existing nationa l cultures. and the subcultures Within them.
have something valuable and unique to otTer and are thus worthy of support even if
only as the starling point for their further critique and development. the implication of
the research reviewed above Is that national television organizations need to be
supported. This means they need to be sufficiently well financed to enable them to
make a wide range of high quality home produced programmes that articulate With
existing national and subcultural value systems and thus allow these to be shared,
celebrated and indeed challenged by the audience. Such productions culturally
empower their audience either by allowing the sharing and recognition of existing
values and ways of seeing. or by offering new ways. Thus at least one televisual agenda
would be set from within the nation stale. offering the possibility of choice lo viewers in
an otherwise Internationalized programme market. Furthermore. by thus empowering
Its audience. the latter are In a better position to recognize and negotiate the preferred
reading or ideological power of imported media. Of course Jl is acknowledged that this
may include recognizing that the imported definition of reality Is superior to that
offered by one's own culture. But this recognition should come from a position of
cultural strength - knowing what one's own values are. rather than a position of
cultural weakness where even this recognition and awareness has been undemuned.
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It is now five years since Mikhail Gorbachev introduced the policy of 'glasnost" to
the Soviet media. During that period the changes In the content of the Soviet press
have been enormous. Soviet Journalists are now free to write on many of the subjects
that were de facto taboo under Brezhnev and his predecessors. The gradual opening up
and expansion of subject matter upon which the journallst may write has In turn
resulted in a stylistic unfettering of the journalistic manner of exposition which Is a
change no less important than that of the formal lifting of barriers on previously taboo
subjects. Whereas before glasnost' the source of much of what was written In the
Soviet press was the language of the Communist party. since 1985, the language of the
Soviet press bas drawn from a far wider associative field. The combination of new
content and language has transformed the face of Soviet journalism.

Since the introduction of glasnost" in 1985. it is clear that there have been
several stages in the development of the process. In this article. an attempt will be
made to divide very roughly the stages of glasnost' into three periods. The first begins
in 1985. after the April plenary session of the Central Committee. when the policy of
glasnost' was introduced formally. This period. which lasted until the beginning of
1988, was marked by the gradual realization among Journalists Lhat glasnost' was
more than yet another empty rhetorical statement Issued by an in-coming General
Secretary, and was in fact supported by Gorbachev and other progressive elements
within the leadership. A second phase in the evolution of glasnost' was discernible
early in 1988 when the press began to feel Its strength and lose its fear of the
conservative elements In the leadership who regularly expressed In a threatening
manner their discontent with the destructive nature of glasnost' . Finally. the third
phase began In August 1990 with the passing of the Law on the Press. which gave the
press a legal protection from Party interference and abolished the State censorship
agency. GlavUt.
In this article the divisions between the three different stages of glasnost' are
made prlmarUy on the basis of opinions of Soviet journalists who have worked In the
Soviet press during the period under examination (1985-1990). An attempt has also
been made to distinguish various phases of glasnost' by reference to what In retrospect
appear to be watershed events in the fate of the press over the period and subsequent
retrospective deduction of the significance of these events on the evolution of glasnost'.
However. because of the absence of a clear knowledge of how various bodies within the
Communist Party have shaped. or attempted to shape. the face of the press under
Gorbachev. one is forced to look at external manifestallons of Party interference in the
workings of the press In order to establish their role. At best. then. the picture of the
evolution of glasnost' that will emerge from this article is a combination of the
subjective views of Soviet journalists and the author's own subjective interpretation of
the significance of events that seem to have had an Important bearing on the fate of the
press.

According to Alexander Pumpiansky (1990) editor of the foreign affairs weekly
magazine Noooye vremya (New Times). the initial phase In the evolution of glasnost'
{mid 1985-early 1988) was the most Important one. In these first years, alongside the
publication in journals and books of hitherto forbidden literature, there appeared a
new type of newspaper and magazine. The publication of books such as Andrei
Platonov's Kollovan (Foundation Pit) and Vasily Grossman's Sud'ba i zhizn (Life and
Fate). coincided with the appearance of the unrecognizably revamped periodicals,
Moscow News and Ogonek (Little Fire), soon to become the cutting edge of glasnost'.
Before glasnost'. both Moscow News and Ogonek - one a weekly newspaper. the other a
weekly magazine - had been paragons of what in Russian is referred to as 'paradnaya
literaturnaya', or writing with the intent of promoting a falsely positive picture of life
and events in the Soviet Union. Moscow News (owned by the Novosti Press Agency and
the Union of Societies of Friendship and Cultural Llnks with Foreign Countries. and
printed in five languages, including Russian) was aimed primarily at a foreign
readership. Its intention and even function. as was that of the Novosti Press Agency.
was to portl"ay to the foreign reader a one-sided image of Soviet life.
One former employee of Novosti under Breshnev. Ivan Zakharov (1990). who in
1990 became deputy editor of a new newspaper. Nezavisimaya Gazeta (The
Independent Newspaper). said quite openly that he used to work in 'foreign
propaganda'. Having transferred from a foreign propaganda agency to a newspaper
which claimed to be in the vanguard of 'progressive' journalism. Zakharov described
his previous work as a Journalist under Brezhnev:
For 13 years I worked for magazines and newspapers published
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by the NovosU organisation which were for foreign consumption. I
may not have told the whole truth all the time. but I consoled myself
with the thought that I was writing for foreigners and they had a
choice of Information, other than the Soviet Weekly. (Zakharov,
1990).
The editor of Ogonek, Vltaly KoroUch (1988). explained that before the advent of
glasnost' his magazine had been 's1mply uninteresting'. and that 'nobody believed what
was written in it'. According to Korotich, the surge in popularity of Ogonek in the first
stage of glasnost' was due In large part to the publication of articles dealing with
victims of Stalin's terror. such as Bukharin and Raskolnikov. Korotich explained that
the magazine received 'enormous· public support' for articles dealing with what might
be called retrospective glasnost' because of 'the great yearning for justice among the
people' (Korotich. 1988).
During this early period of glasnost', according to Pumpiansky (1990), there was
still 'very limited freedom of the press' and publications such as Moscow News and
Ogonek were seen by the public and the journalistic community as 'testing voices'. The
publication of each new issue containing revelations from the past was accompanied
by a fear among the journalistic community that the as yet undefined limits of
glasnost' had been over-reached. In other words, in the absence of any legally laiddown code preventing Communist Party interference in the workings of the press. the
majority of Journalists stood on the sidelines waiting to see how far the more daring
newspapers and magazines would go before their editors were removed. This author,
for example, can recall rumours circulating In Moscow all through 1987 that 'they've
removed Korotich' ('synaU Korotlcha'). Perhaps an even more Important factor that
checked the expansion of glasnost' at this time was the scepticism among Soviet
journalists that the incipient liberalizing polltical climate was going to last.
Yet even at thls early stage, the new limits of permissiveness, once broached with
impunity by one publication. were establlshed by other newspapers and magazines as
territory gained. This early period of glasnost' might be described figuratively as a
piecemeal journalistic occupation of previously forbidden territory. Once a certain
previously taboo topic had been touched upon by one publication and Its editor still
remained In place. then other editors from other publications took courage and
followed suit. Yegor Yakovlev, editor of Moscow News. gave an example of this :
Let us say that previously our press never wrote about
prostitutes. Now. however. one paper has written about them and It's
a case of let's all write about this. and with a special passion
(Yakovlev. 1987).
During this early period of glasnost', opposition to the new policy came from
within the Politburo and the Party's Central Committee Secretariat. Before the 1988
reorganization of the Secretariat. the most Important figure In the Politburo after the
General Secretary. had been traditionally the Secretary for Ideology. Under Gorbachev,
however. the early evolution of glasnost' took place in spite of the Ideology Secretary.
Yegor Llgachev. Before his removal from the Politburo at the XXVlli Party Congress
(August 1990). Ligachev was still speakJng of 'excesses of glasnost', warning that
perestroika should be about 'creation - not negation' (see Irish Times. 22 July 1989 and
Economist, 5-11 July 1989). This was and remained throughout the period under
examination the main argument against glasnost' of the conservative wing of the Party.
In the early stages of glasnost' it caused more concern and worry to editors and
indiVIdual journalists than it did in 1990. by which time the gains established in the
earlier two periods had been solidified. During the Inaugural stage of glasnost'.
however. it became slowly evident that the policy of allowing the press greater freedom
to write critically was sponsored by the General Secretary. Gorbachev. His frequent
meetings with representatives of the press (Vstrecha, 1987), showed the journalistic
communJty that he was Interested In the press, though some thought too interested.
Llgachev's known opposition to glasnost' was counter-balanced by the active support
for the new policy of the former Secretary for Propaganda. Alexander Yakovlev. known
by the Western media in Moscow as 'Mr. Perestrioka'. Pumpiansky describes his
interpretation of the state of play at the time:
There were different reactions to the early manifestations of
glasnost'. The Party apparatus. for instance, was also (along with
journalists themselves) surprised by the new press, and, to a certain
extent, surprised at its own liberalism. 'Look how much we can
tolerate I' And the reaction of the Party apparatus, of which the most
prominent figure was Llgachev. was specific. From time to time the:y
shouted and banged their fists. demanded people answer for
publishing certain things, but It must be said that they didn't receive
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the necessary support. because Gorbachev or Yakovlev, well, maybe
Yakovlev was in a position to give a hint that he held a different
position, but none the less. the actual support was varied. For
example, Party conservatives got upset by different manifestations of
journalistic glasnost', but nothing happened as a result. The heads of
editors did not fly. So, it turned out that Yakovlev and Gorbachev
had been supporting the press In a quiet way. not allowing the
conservatives to translate their anger Into practical action. However,
on the verbal level, It still looked like the situation was being
controlled by the conservatives. In any event, they could stamp their
feet and bang their fists as much as they wanted. And It seemed that
it was they who were controlling the situation. whereas In fact that
was no longer the case. But this only became clear later. In lime
(Pumplansky.l990).
The perception around the end of 1987 that glasnost' was more than just a
Uberal bUp permitted by an lnexpertenced new leader gradually became clearer so that
In September of the following year the editor of Ogonek. Vitaly Korotich, could say that
·... today. for the first time ever. the conservatives are on the defensive. They are in the
minority and this is very significant.' (Korotich. 1988).
The second phase of glasnost'. which began around 1988 and finished in 1990.
became apparent when editors and readers saw that avant-garde publications such as
Ogonek and Moscow News had not been shut down and were there to stay.
Pumplansky. again. explains :
Lf in the frrst phase each new issue appeared to be a surprise.
In the second phase. this became the norm. Everybody came to
understand that these journals and papers would be the same, and
that each Issue would not be the last one and that tomorrow's issue
would be changed. or that the editor would be replaced, or the
character of the paper would be changed. In the second phase.
nothing of the sort (Pumpiansky.l990).

One of the benchmarks that confirn1ed the end of the first phase came late in
1989 when. In what for the time seemed an uncharacteristically Brezhnevtan reflex.
Gorbachev exerted pressure on a prominent journalist to resign (Murray. 1989).
Vladimir Starkov, editor of the weekly Argumenty i jakty (Arguments and Facts). had
published the results of a survey measuring the popularity of the country's leading
political figures in which Gorbachev did not figure In the first ten. After a tense pertod.
during which some representatives of the press threatened to go on strike if Starkov
was forced to resign, Gorbachev backed down. It was after this Incident. according to
Pumpiansky, that the radical press began to 'solidify and feel its strength'.
Yet this incident had also shown the vulnerability of the press to the mood
swings of the leadership. especially when the demonology of the glasnost'-insplred
journalist had begun to stray from the already safe figures of Stalin and Brezhnev to
the still relatively untouched figures of Gorbachev himself. members of the Polltburo.
and Lenin. The Starkov alTair was also a sharp reminder to journalJsts that no law
existed guaranteeing the press freedom from such Party meddling. ln theory. at least.
Gorbachev could have decided at any moment that glasnost' had gone far enough and
issued Instructions oullining the areas of Soviet life which were not to be criticised.
Older journalists remembered the speed with which Brezhnev had clamped down on
the freedoms of the press that Krushchev had occasionally permitted. Juridically, then,
journalists in 1989 had as litUe protection against Party interference as they had under
Stalin.
In spite of its still juridically precarious posillon, It was during this second phase
of glasnost' that the forced conformity of the Soviet press, begun under Lenin, began to
shatter. This resulted in the phenomenon of different newspapers and magazines
beginning to show distinctive political aspects. By 1988 It had become clear. for
Instance, lhat Sovetskaya Rossiya (Soviet Russia) was not only a conservative
newspaper. but one actively promoting retrograde ideas such as the ending of
glasno:st'. At a plenary session of the formerly monoUthic Union of Journalists. a
speech from V. Chlkln. deputy chairperson of that organisation and editor of
Sovetskaya Rosslya, was critictzed from the floor for paying lip-service to glasnost' and
perestroika. Chlkin spoke in favour of media criticism as long as it was 'ideologically
progressive and spiritually rich in content' and contained 'constructiveness'. He also
spoke against those newspapers that 'were sowing nihilistic moods' among the readers.
and whose 'heads had turned' In their attempts to provide the readers with sensational
stories (Chikin. 1988). While It Is true that Chikln's newspaper became a platform for
those opposed to glasnost' In the press. It is no less true that such a newspaper as his,
expressing opinions different from those of the General Secretary. could not have
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existed under any of the previous leaders of the country. One of the rna1n achievements
of glasnost' is the presence in the press of various strands of opinion giving voice to
different political standpoints. In a sense. the co-existence of newspapers such as
Sovetskaya Rossiya and the radical Argwnenty ifakty was essential for the further
development of the press ln the Soviet Union.
Even durtng the second phase of glasnost', the authorities as well as editors of
the radical official press stlll discriminated against unofficial publications. Unofficial
publications. such as the monthly journal Glasnost' . edited by Sergei Grigoriants,
were at thJs time fighting for the right to publish freely. In 1988, Grigoriants was
arrested and the equipment for his journal destroyed. Yet even the most radically
oriented official press failed to intercede on behalf of Grigoriants. As late as September
1988, for example, the editor of Ogonek, Korotich, repeated the official point of View
regarding the unofficial publications.
I disagree with the enUre principle of unofficial publications....
These unofficial writers ought to try and get published In the existing
organs of the press. Soon all these independent publications will no
longer exist. And anyway, they can only produce about fifty copies
since they use typewriters and carbon paper (Korotlch, 1988).
The differences between the official and unofficial press were still great at this
period. While the radical official press published material critical of the past and was
beginning to question the current policies of the leadersWp. publications such as
Glasnost' gave voice to material that questioned the very legitimacy of the Soviet Union.
They represented the still publicly unacceptable voice of the dissident community and
were regarded as subversive. pandering to Western public opinion and, consequently,
guilty of treason. While, for instance, Ogonek and Moscow News might publish an
article condemning the mass repressions In the 1930s as an Instance of 'Stalinist
lawlessness', the dissident press reminded its readers that most of Stalin's victims
were convicted of crimes that still remained In Soviet law. While Korotich (1988), spoke
of the dangers of going too far in retrospective glasnost'. ('If we begin criticizing Lenin.
then we'll end up destroying the whole temple. beginning with the foundations. I
believe we have to leave the foundations intact.'), the dissident press gave utterance to
Its belief that the rot had set In as soon as Lenin and the Bolsheviks took power in
1917.
One objection to what the dissident press termed 'official glasnost". was the
manner (described above by Yakovlev) In which 'official' journalists broached sensitive
topics only after they had been written about by the more daring publications, and,
hence. desensitized. By contrast. the dissident press had always been proud of its
insensitivity to the political mood of the day.
The most important qualitative change that alTected the development of glasnost'
since 1985 took place In August 1990 with the passing of the long-awaited Law on the
Press by the Soviet Parliament. What we have called the third stage of glasnost' began
with the passing of this law. While the existence of a new law ln Itself did not guarantee
the freedom of the press - laws can always be repealed or amended-it nevertheless
provided a legal basis that protected the press from direct Party Interference. the main
tmpedtment to freedom of expression In the SoViet Union. The law states. for example,
that Interference with the professional activities of journalists and even failure by
officials to supply journalists with necessary Information is an offence. It also
stipulates that as long as a newspaper does not advocate armed revolution. reUgtous
prejudice or racial persecution and does not reveal any State secrets, anyone is entitled
to set up a newspaper. magazine or news serVice by registering with the authorities.
However. In 1990, the Party still retained control over a large part of the
publishing industry, and. In this way. indirect control over the non-Party press. The
former editor of Moskovskaya pravda. MikhaU Poltoranin. pointed out that eighty per
cent of the newspapers in the country were owned by the Communist Party
(Dobbs.1990). A Moskovskie Novosti journalist was unhappy that the State still
determined the allocation of paper to newspapers and compared the new law to the
emancipation of the serfs In 1861:
'The serfs were liberated, but they had been given freedom
without land',. (Kabakov, 1990).
Because the powers of the Party and the State In 1990 were still intertwined, the
Party still effectively retained control over the allocation of paper to the press and thus
remained a potent force in checking the development of a free press In the Soviet
Union. A new system of allocation was proposed for 1991. according to which the State
would sell a certain amount of paper to registered newapapers at a relatively cheap
price while any extra paper would have to be bought at 'commercial' prices. which. In
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Ught of ever-present and mys terious paper shortages In the most heavily afforested
country In the world. were set to rise in price threefold from January 1991. So. by the
end of 1990, the paper shortage and the cost of paper at non-State. 'commercial' prices
had become the most pressing concern for non-Party or State affiliated papers. In the
words of Poltoranin, the passing of the August 1990 Press Law 'politically opens up
great possibilities for the Soviet press. but economically, the possibilities are Umlted'
(Dobbs. 1990).
Because of the Party's continuing grip on the State planning mechanism.
Gosplan, official newspapers that become radicalized In the firs t two stages of glasnost'
and wanted to register under the new law In 1990 as independent organs shrank from
the ultimate step of disassociating themselves fully from their official sponsors. One
example was the Moscow daily. Moskovsky komsomolets (The Moscow Komsomol),
which, With a 1.5 million dally print-run, was in 1990 the largest-selling daily in the
capital. The journalists and editor of the newspaper decided collectively to remain an
organ of their sponsors. the Moscow City Committee of the Komsomol because, on the
one hand, It gave the paper. In the words of one of its staff 'a certain status and
guarantee of stability if anything should happen', and. on the other hand, provided a
guarantee of a favourable allotment of paper at State prices.
Pumpiansky of Noooye vremya s ummarized the position of the press a t the end of
1990 thus:
Over the past year [19901. the press has become extremely
radicalized. The circu lation of Komsomolskaya pravda a nd
Argumenty ifakty has leapt. The left press has felt Its strength. Then
In August the Law on the Press was passed and censorship was
abolished. juridically. while at the same time It became clear that the
Party apparatus had collapsed. Llgachev was no more and It was no
longer clear what the Ideological Department of the Communist Party
was doing. In any event. ll was clear that they had no relation to the
everyday life of newspapers and magazines, except, maybe, Party
papers. which. incidentally, are doing the worst and losing the most
readers. So. you may not have noticed, but we're almost a free press
now, or we have one foot in the side of a free press. Nobody is afraid
any more of the conservatives shouting, or the Party leadership. If
there are any worries. they are completely different to those we had
before. Now our worries are about existing In the market place, about
the price and availability of paper, money. finance. competition and
becoming commercially viable. because. naturally, we have to make
money, and think of producing a quality product. Our worries are on
a completely new level.
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1. James Montgomecy (1870·
1913) was appointed Official F'llm

Ceneor by hts fi1end, lhe Minister
for llome AITalnl, Kevin O'Higgins, a
few rnonlhs after retiring l'rom lhe
Dublin Gas Company. where he had
worked for 37 yean~. I !e had no
previous Involvement In ftlm. He
was alao a clOM fi1end of olher
pollical leaders, ~y lut.hur
Grlllllh. and Irish literacy figures,
Including T. C. Murray. who wrote
his obituary In lhc lrf.sh Press. and
4'= Doyle, who wrote an
appreciation of him In lhe lrl$h
'T!nws alter hts dea.t h.
llehtnd his well regarded talent as
raconteur and wtl lay a deeply
consenoat!ve and reltgloua man. He
characterised, for example, lhe po~~t·
Independence realist literature as
'lhc new lecherature'. By the lime of
hie ret.trement as tllm Cerulor tn
1941 the office had acquired a
pollliOn of soda! status and trtbutes
were patd to Montgomery by
President Hyde, poltUclans. literary
and srlletJc figures. and even by
me1nbers of lhe film trade.

2. See chapter, The Problem of
"Evil Utersture-, In Louis CuUen's
.&uo<\ &. Son: A History. (Dublin:
Eascn & Son. 19891, whtch ts the
most complete account to date of lhe
procrees of the anU·popular
lttemture c.ampaljp\8 of the Catholic
vigilance committees durtng lhe
19108.

3. The argument Is notlhat lhere
some simple dichotomy between
urban and rural d....,llera In their
attitude to foref&JI popular culture.
It te merely that t.l-.: In urban
a.n:as had much easter aeceae to
such Imports. Indeed. attempts to
'preserve' and regenerate native Irish
culture dtd not or1glnate wtthtn so
called "tradttlonal" communities but
came l'rom middle clasa urbanttea.
espcc~a.lly In Dubl!n.
Is

Aspects of the Los Angelesation of
Ireland
by Kevin Rockett
Saving the Nation 1
Within a short time of beginning his seventeen year reign as Ireland's frrst Film
Censor in 1924 James Montgomery [1) declared that the greatest danger to Ireland
came not from the Anglicization of Ireland but from the Los Angelesation of Ireland.
This was a surprising admission given that Montgomery himself was closely allied With
the conservative cultural and political leadership of the country which took power in
1922. During the previous four decades. especially since the foundation of the Gaelic
Athletic Association in 1884 and the Gaelic League In 1893. enormous efforts had been
expended in trying to establish a dlstinctive Irish culture behind the barriers of
language. recreation and religion as a bulwark against the perceived threat of the
anglicization of Ireland. The various nationalist cultural. sporting, religious and
political movements which were finally focused In a united front in 1918 carried into
the new state an agenda which sought to introduce through the state apparatus,
especially through the school curriculum. the cultural policies of the pre-independence
movements. That this approach was crude and stultifying. as well as a failure, is not in
doubt. What is. perhaps. of greater interest is that rather than being a popular
movement Irish cultural nallonalism had served as an Ideological cement In the
decades prior to independence In the attempt to unite all social classes behind a noncontradictory Irishness. Thus. the middle class conservatives who took power in 1922
were only too well aware that at a popular level Its cultural nationalist project was
unlikely to be embraced by large sections of Irish society. especially those in urban
areas. For these groups. foreign popular culture. especially the already established
popular cinema. was more attractive than the Umited and often repressive offerings of
the regenerated 'native · Irish culture (2).
The agenda for this conflict had been set a decade and more before independence
With the production of Increasingly challenging dramas from both the European and
American tum industr1es. It was no coincidence that the first demands for controls on
film content in Britain and Ireland originated with the production of longer dramatic
films from about 1910 onwards and the reduction in Importance of the earlier (and
usually Innocuous) travel and news films. Also. a shift occurs In audience compos!Uon
in Ireland . in a reverse of the trend In Britain and the USA. from middle class
patronage of films to a larger working class cinema constituency.
With American film hegemony in Europe well underway by 1912 formal film
censorship began to be introduced. A voluntary system of film censorship in Dublin
was formalized. Ironically enough. in 1916 when DubUn Corporation appointed film
censors. By then World War 1 was providing the conditions which allowed the
American film industry to reach a position of dominance internationally. With the
European film industry decapltalized or debilitated by war. Hollywood extended its grlp
on foreign markets. As Hollywood's capital base expanded. Its ability to refine and
develop cinematic production values allowed for Increasingly sophisticated production
techniques and subject matter.
Cinema brought Into Ireland. a largely rural and traditionally Catholic country.
images and ideas which had already been the subject of controversy in the popular
print media (3). Whether it was pseudo-biblical films and their 'pagan' sexuality, or
modem urban life with extra marital affairs, prostitution, crime or general decadence.
cinematic drama stood in marked contrast to official religious and political attitudes as
expressed through the Irish cultural nationalist movement. And whlle Irish filmmaking went ilirough a v:ibrant and politically radical phase during 1916-20. Irish film.
makers from this perlod, such as John MacDonagh and Fred O'Donovan. steered clear
of cinematic subjects which reflected a modem urban sensibility.
The 1920s Intensified and extended this division between Irish and foreign
popular culture. The freedom and expressiveness associated With, for example. Jazz or
American clothing styles In the 1920s were more attractive to many Irish people
compared with their Irish counterparts of traditional music and homespun yams even
If the economy did not provide the surplus to fully enjoy them. What the cinema
displayed was ilie whole range of these officially frowned upon pleasurable activities
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and consumable goods.
And, as the cinema in Ireland by the early 1920s came overwhelmingly from
Hollywood, Montgomery's warning against it was a timely remainder that the success
of the cultural nationalist project could be fatally undermined by alloWing Hollywood
'values', that is, consumerism as the new ideology of consumption in America, to
challenge traditional economic and cultural interests In Ireland. As Bishop Gilmartin
put it in 1927:
The cheap fore.ign products of machinery have taken the place
of the solid and lasting work of the Irish hand. Instead of milk and
porridge, we have repeated doses of strong tea and white bread.
Instead of socks and stockings made of Irish wool, we have foreign
importations of imitation silk to minister to the vanity of our girls.
Instead of visiting and story-telling. there are cinemas and nightwalking, often with disaster to virtue. Instead of Irish dances we have
sensuous contortions of the body timed to a semi-barbaric music.
Instead of hard, honest work there is the tendency to do little for big
wages (4).

4 . Dtshop Gilmartin. I August
1927. quoted, Irish CaL1-olic
LXrec~Cf!i.

1928:596.

Bishop Gilmartin's strictures implied. as many other members of the Hierarchy
stated explicitly. that prohibition was the preferred way to deal With these imports. As
cinema was often the most visible expression of these values it was repeatedly
attacked. Rather than develop an Irish national cinema as a counter-measure to
Hollywood by aiding indigenous film production through the provision of facilities.
production finance, quotas or a redistribution of surpluses, both profit and taxation,
from film exhibition, prohibition of the imported cinema remained the primary state
policy for film for many decades. As a result. Montgomery. as the agent of the state
protectionist apparatus, pursued his task with great vigour such that by the time of his
retirement In 1941 he had banned more than 1,800 films. more than half of all the
films banned during the almost seventy years of Irish film censorship. Much to the
distress of some commentators. both lay and clerical. the Film Censor's brief did not
extend to restrictions of a more generaliZed kind such as of images of American
consumerist and pleasurable values, especially when placed in an urban setting.
lnstead, the specific prohibitions focused on any deviation from traditional Christian
morality such as divorce, illegitimacy, extra-marital relationships and abortion. In this
the Film Censor was supported by members of the Censorship of Films Appeal Board,
two of whose nine members have always been prominent Catholic and Protestant
clergymen.
Montgomery's successors continued this cultural protectionist policy. In the postWorld War 11 years. when more socially and sexually challenging cinemas were
emanating from Europe and the USA, the new themes, (delinquency. rape and
homosexuality. to name just three areas of controversy), remained suppressed until
well into the 1960s. But. it was one of the peculiarities of Irish film censorship policy
that it determined that all f.tlms released should be seen by all age groups. Despite
bannings and cuts young Irish cinema-goers were sometimes seeing what was
forbidden to their age group in other countries. Horror films in particular seem to have
aroused little concern amongst censors. and films with extreme violence were treated
more leniently by Irish censors than their British counterparts. On the other hand,
adults were denied access until the mid-1960s to many films, especially those With any
overt sexual content. readily available in Britain or the USA with over 16 or over 18
certification.
With the absence of an Irish national cinema, which is defined here within the
narrow confines of continuity of indigenous fiction film-making. except for 1910s and
from the mid-1970s to the present. Irish cinema experience has come overwhelmingly
from Hollywood. The subject matter of Irish cinema has been restricted only In part
through the limited sums available to Irish film-makers. Even when funds were
available from private or state sources concern with the past took precedence over the
present. as in the 1930s fiction films, The Dawn and Guests of the Nation. or interest In
the rural was favoured over the urban in. for example. the accompli shed
documentaries of Patrick Carey. Since Irish films never accounted for more than a
small fraction of the rums released In Ireland. when we speak of the film culture in
Ireland or the formation of an Irish national cinema. we have to examine in the first
instance how Hollywood was received here (5).
It has been suggested (6) that the values displayed by Hollywood cinema were in
democratic contrast to the hierarchical social organization or traditional elites seen in,
for example, British films. Hollywood's attraction for British audiences was marked by
an awareness of a lack of social stratification in American films and, thus. it was
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5. As Thomas Elsaesaer observes
('Chronicle of a Death Retold'.
Monthly Film Bullettn. 54: 641. June
1987: 166): 'Hollywood can hal'dly be
conceived, In the context of a
'national" dnema as totally other,
since 110 much of any nation's flhn
culture Is lmpltcttly 'Hollywood".
And Hollywood Is Itself far from
monolithic'.
For a dii!CUS81on of national
cinemas In relation to cinema
audiences see Andrew Htghson ('The
Concept of National Cinema'. Screen.
30: 4, Autumn 1989) who ;ugues
(p.36) that 'the parametus of a
national cinema should be drawn as
much at the stt.e of consumption as
of production of Rims" and .ruggests
a refocusing on the 'activity of
national audiences'. The Importance
of such a project In Ireland Is
evident from the fact that even now
70 per cent of the films shown In
Irish cinemas an: American and 15
per cent British (1988). In earlier
decades 90 per cent and more of the
filll'lll released In Ireland were
American. The rest were mostly
British.
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6. Geoffrey Nowell·Sm!th ("But do
we need tt7. In Martyn Auty and
Nick Roddick. (ede). Brlltsh CWma
Now. L.ondon: BF1 Publishing.
1985:157·8) di5CU53e8 the differing
rcspo~ of British cinema
audiences to American and British
cinemas In a rruumer which Is
resonant or how lrlsh clncma·goers
v!ewed both these cinemas and Irish
tllmiS:lbe h1dden history of cinema
In Brit!!lb cult~. and In popular
culture In particular, haa been the
history of American ftlms popular
With the Brlt!sh publlc. The
strength of American cinema Wllll
nel'tt JUISt economic, and cannot be
atlrfbu ted to the lower cost of
American product offe~ for export.
Certainly economic strategies armed
at capturing the market played thetr
part, but the baste reason for
Hollywood's dominance was artistic
and cultural. The American cinema
set outln the Brst place to be
popular In America, where It served
an exb"emely diverse and largely
lmmfUant public. What made It
popular at home also h elped make It
popular abroad. The Ideology or the
American cinema had tended to be
far more democratic than that ol the
cinema of other countries. This In
part reflects the actual openness of
AmeriCan soc:lety, but It Is abov.: all
a xbetor!calstrategy to convince the
audience of the v!J:tues and
pleasures of being American.
1Tanslated Into the export arena.
this meant a projection of America
as Intensely · tr distantly.
appealing. When matched against
American ftlms of the same pertod.
thdr British counterparts come
across all too often as reslrlcUvc and
s ttnl'nj!. subservient to m!ddle·class
artlstlc models and to middle· and
upper·class valuea. Even American
soc:! ely comedies were made for the
American masses; thetr British
equivalents, whatever their makers"
hopes. were not just about but for
the upper class and were therefore
esoteric lo their main potential
audience.

thought, In American society. The alJenation felt by British working class audiences at
its own cinema's upper class characters often led them to prefer Hollywood films to
their own. This sense of a democratic levelling In Hollywood cinema also would have
been appreciated in Ireland where British accents alone, regardless of a film's content,
would have aUenaled a large section of the population. Nostalgia for America. where so
many Irish had emigrated . would, too. have drawn an affinity with the perh aps not
Widely separated fantasy of the films and the popular misconceptions of the grandewand democratic nature of the country. Hollywood provided an image of America, no
matter how far removed from social reality, which. nevertheless, served as a powerful
contrast to the Uves of want and misery of a great many Irish people In the decades
after independence. The Bishops were only too well aware of the potential for social
disharmony In the imported cinema but they sought to use 1t for other ends.
If we listen to the often crude formulations of the Irish Catholic Hierarchy. as
articulated through their Lenten Pastorals. the cinema was to be blamed for anything
from a lowering of morality to emigration. However, we need to look more closely at the
Bishops' statements and seek a primary motive for their opposition to foreign cinema
in Ireland. Before independence all Ireland's wrongs could be displaced on the external
enemy. the Imperial power. After independence when there was an economically
rustressed society. civil war and post-independence disillusionment. foreign popular
culture and the cinema In particular came to fill the void as the new external target. As
we have seen. the seeds for such a campaign had been sown long before independence.
In the Free State the cinema could now serve a particular function . If it was
characterized as adversely affecting a renewal of Irish nationality and culture. as the
Bishops alleged. then it could be deemed a threat and serve to unite all social groups.
In this way. as in the pre-independence period, internal homogeneity could perhaps be
re-established and Internal contradictions papered over. Of course, the Catholic
Hierarchy. which drew its references from the most conservative anti-modernist and
reactionary ideologies, was opposed to cinema per se.
Despite the Bishops protestations and the severlty of Irish film censorship at
particular conjunctures. especially from the 1920s to the 1950s, it Is probably true
that Hollywood cinema provided an a ttractive and perhaps liberating alternative to
official ideologies for Irish audiences. Indeed. the experience of cinema-going, i.e.
Hollywood cinema-going. was so central to many people's lives that what most people
know about Irish cinema history is that the Irish were the greatest cinema-goers in the
world. This image of lrish cinema-going Is a myth. as it is not borne ou t by the
statistical data on Irish cinema audiences available since the 1920s. Whether we
compare per capita cinema-going in Ireland with Britain, Australia or the USA, to
choose three Engllsh language countries. we find at the peak of the popularity of the
cinema that Ireland was way down the league table for audience visits. Even if we
examine Dublin. which accounted for up to 60 per cent of Irish cinema box office. It too
compares unfavourably with many similar cities. The sad fact Is that the famous
Dublin cinema queue was often for the cheapest priced tickets, as the depressed
economic conditions of the Dublin working class precluded them from admission to the
more expensive seats. Yet. cinema-going was the featw-e of the lives of a great many
people as is altesled to by both oral and written testimonies.
What Irish clnema-goers saw and as importantly did not see defines the nature of
film culture in Ireland from the 1920s to the 1960s. Despite the prohibitions there still
remained an excess of meaning and of pleasure In these mutilated Hollywood films.
Here was a life. albeit of 'fantasy'. cyclically relayed in familiar genre films, which was
as much a part of an Irish Cinema as those indigenous artisanal and semi-professional
films which only very rarely reached Irish cinema screens after the advent of sound,
and before new production parameters emerged in the 1970s. Here were aspects of
modernity denied In the official culture: the fast-paced excitement of an u rban car
chase in a 1930s gangster nlm only needs to be contrasted With the idealization of the
rural world, which was such a feature of official ideology during the early decades of
independence. to realize that urban dwellers In particular were more likely to identify
With the former before the latter. These issues can now be related to film production
policy in Ireland.

Saving the Nation 2
Cultural protectionism predated economic protectionism. which was the central
feature of Irish economic policy in the 1930s. It was in large measw-e the failure of
Irish capital to develop an Indigenous industrial base despite protectionism which led
to the embracing of foreign capital by the administrative and political apparatus by the
1950s. at the time the internationalization of capital and the creation of the global
market was gathering pace. The policy of attracting foreign capital to develop an Irish
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film Industry had evolved much earlier: from the late 1930s. However. in the 1930s
and 1940s cultural protectionist concerns Impeded this development. As early as 1930
even Irish film producers choosing to shoot in Ireland were obllged to submit to the
Revenue Commissioners a 'complete copy' of the scenario, details of shooting
schedules, Including locations and contents of films. before negative cinema film could
be imported. Any a lteration In the 'proposed itinerary or scenic order' was to be
'promptly notified' to the Commissioners (7). These regulations were ostensibly for
assessing the conditions to be complied with by an Irish film production company or
Individual making a film with Irish citizens domiclled in Ireland when negative cinema
film was Imported, Ureland had no factory for producing negative film or, indeed, a
processing laboratory). but the extent of the regulations Indicate a strong interest In
the content of films shot in Ireland even by Irish people. Foreigners were treated with
even greater suspicion.
In 1937 the Abbey Theatre sought to bulld on the success of the Abbey Players In
the two John Ford films, The Informer (1935) and The Plough and the Stars (1936).
While on tour in America. New York's biggest theatrical group. Shuberts. proposed
making films In Ireland with the Abbey Players. The Abbey sought assistance from the
Irish Government but President Eamon de Valera cautioned against the proposal in an
Internal memorandum:

7. SlliiUtory Rules and Orc:U.r:s.
1930. no 49. Issued 3 June 1930. by
order of the Revenue
Comml&alonere.

8. Eamon de Valera to Sean
MaeEntee. Minister for Flnanc:c:, 25
NoV"C:mber 1937. Correspondena: In
Department ofTaoleeach file
SI3914A. State paper Offitt.

What w1lJ be necessary to keep carefully in Jl)iud In 1·eaching a
decision Is the type of film which will be produced. We must guard
against the danger of the enterprise being used for the production of
plays wWch would be regarded as hurtful from the national point of
view (8).
No Synge or o·casey. please. T.C. Murray. perhaps: after all he was a member of
the Censorship of Films Appeal Board.
A decade later Bernard Shaw and film producer Gabriel Pascal teamed up
unsuccessfully to try to establish a film studio in Ireland. Pascal agreed not only to
accept a nominee of Archbishop McQuaid of Dublin to be appointed to the proposed
studio's board but offered the power of veto to the Iris h s tate and other local
representatives over the content of films to be made at the studio (9). It was an
Inauspicious beginning for a project seeking to attract foreign film producers to
Ireland, but at least it recognised the local political and Ideological realities.
This cultural protectionist approach to film-making In Ireland was in marked
contrast to the non-ideological. internationalist. employment-generating and exportearning function of a film studio as promoted by the Minister for Industry and
Commerce. Sean Lemass. since the mid -1930s. In this contradictory context of
potential Irish film production Lemass's commitment to a mlxture of private and state
Investment fn a film studio proved Impossible to achieve until the complete dominance
of the policy of embracing foreign capital at a national level In the late 1950s. Thus. in
1958. when he opened Ardmore Studios, Lemass highlighted the export earnings and
employment potential of the studios (10). By then cinema was In decline and the
original policy of the new studios was to make films for television. When television
provided Insufficient work for the s tudio facilities financial Incentives were introduced
to encourage foreign film producers to make feature films In Ireland. Thus. the
production context at Ardmore conformed to the model of an off-shore Industry with
little or no benefits for an Indigenous film industry or Irish culture. With the exception
of the slx year period 1981-87 during which the Irish Film Board was In existence. this
has remained the policy for film production of all Irish governments.
Il was not until the 1970s that Indigenous film -makers began to set part of the
Institutional agenda in the social and cultural spaces opened up by the new
lnlernaUonalism. As a result, they began to produce, on 16mm Initially. what they
perceived as cinema films. or films which sought to engage with a cinematic sensibility
(11). With the establishment of the Film Board In 1981. almost exactiy sixty years after
the foundation of the Irish state. the first significant sums were allocated by a state
agency to indigenous film-makers. And what cUd they do with that money? Many of
them made socially and formally critical films which pandered neither to the traditional
image of Ireland as a rural idyll or the established cinematic forms of mainstream
commercial cinema. They. in effect. bit the hand that fed them. And for that they paid
dearly with the abolition of the Pllm Board in 1987. Though this decision has been
characterized by the Taoiseach and others as a response to the poor financial return
on investments by the Board. there can be litUe doubt but that antipathy to the films
supported by the Board played an Important part in the decision. Indeed, the
Taoiseach reported that the more 'commercially-minded' film producers supported the
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e. For a dl8C\UIAion of the
ShawI Pa.ecal and other atud!o
propoaala KC chapter 4 In J<rnn
Rockett. Luke G!bbona and John
Htll, Cinema ard Ireland (Croom
Helm, 1987; Routledge. 1988).

10. Aa the Irish lndq>endsnL (13
May 1958:2) putltln a hudllne:
"Minister Opens Films Studloe;
Aimed at Export Market'.
Leat It be thought that Sean
Lc:rnaaa waa anything other than a
cultural conservatl..,. despite hls
abandon~tofeoononrlc

proteettonllnn. It Ia worth recalling
what he told the Flanna FaO Ard
Fhels In November 1959, leas than
fl....., months aftubccomlng
Taolseach In suceesslon to de
Valera. In opposing a motton
favourtng the grading of 8lme, he
aald that
We regard these (IUm and book
censorship) regulations as being
exactly In the lllUlle category aa
other regulations whtch prevent the
sale or putrid meal and
contaminated milk.· (Quoted, Irish
"/'lmes, 12 November 1959.).
So much for the great
modemlserl

11. See Cinema ard Ireland. op.
ctt, chapter 5. for a dt8c:u&slon of the
Independent lkt!on lllme made In
Ireland &om the mld- I 97011
onwarde.
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move. We should note. however. the parallel with RTE in the debate on the
Broadcasting Bill. 1990. and recall how the much-abused metaphor of the surface of a
playing field was used both to support 'commercially-minded' broadcasters. while
simultaneously s~king to gut RTE for Its often Independent assessment of national
social and political policies.

12. For a ~lon of how
Lema&& JuatlOed the economic and
Ideological u·turna made by Flanna
raJ! roUowtng the embracing by that
party of 'lntematlonalltlaUon' see
Su~~an Baker, 'Nallonallatldcology
and the lnduatr1al policy or Flanna
fall: 1he ev1dence of the lr18h PN:es
195S·72',1118hPoiUicaiStudfes, I,
1986. In thla pnper Baker shows
that
'Sean Lemasa'a nrgumentln
favour of the (1958 economic)
programme, becauiiC It was
1\mdamentally a nauonallat
argument, Involved both him and
his party In a maJor contradiction.
1'hla required the use of n
nallonalllll Ideology, Including
appeals to pallfollam. anti·
parUtlonlsm, and the language
movement. to justify an anti·
nationalist policy rooted In the
nouon or free trade' (p.66) .

13. The orl~ or the funds for My
Left fbot was the aubject of

conatdc:rable mtslnformallon at the
tlme of Ill Oscar succeaa. The
Taotscacb declared In the OaJithat
~~ wu not Br1Uah financed. The
Brlllah, aa Is usual, are clnlmlng
thalli was Br1ll8h finunoed, butln
fact II WII!J not' (21 februruy 1990).
•n-.c TaOII'Joeadt wcul uu to .-Utle ll-ual

the film's producer, Noel Pearaon,
was the aource of hie Information:

'lie expreSO<:d to me hJs considerable
!ndljplaUon that the Br1ti'h were not
alone claJmlng lhatlt was Drltlah
financed but that It was. tn fact, a
enu.h mm· (Ibid).
If a maJority of the funds come
from one particular country then a
ftJm can r1ghtly be claimed to be
from that country. Economic power
can and doea determine anything
from a ftlm'a acrlpt to Ita dl8tr1bullon
pattern. In the case of My Left fbot
a t least 60 pe.r cent or the ftlm'a
budget was Br1uah. whtle all of the
coet of the accond Noel Puraon/Jim
Sbcrldan ftlm, The Field I19901. was
Brluah. To I&Jiorc or obecurc the
national Ortgln o( a ftlm'a budget Is
to deny that crucial connection
between the matcr1al basil or ftlm
production and the nature of the
ftlm proJecll aupporled. This Is
eapeclally lmporlanl In the
relationship between metropolitan
film producere and those on the
per1phery. The deliberate
obfu~~eaUon surrounding the
funding of My U:ft ~'ool. only aerved
to allow the Irish state to abdicate
responsibility ror film support as It
hid behtnd the mask or 'the more
p:'Ofesalonal and commercial
approach' to Rlm·mllk~ as the
1'aolseach characlertscd the po<~t·
l'tlm Soard regime (Ibid) .

In place of the Film Board has come some limited tax concessions to Irish
corporations as an inducement to invest In films. More likely sources of film finance
are British and American producers. WhJle there Is nothing new about this the films
supported by foreign film producers have not In the past and are unlikely in the future
to Include the type of challenging films made In the 1980s. Irish corporations are
unlikely to be any different. Inaeed we find that projects are being abandoned or
modified to conform to the new regime. How long has it been since some Irish filmmakers made features films? Pat Murphy In 1984: Joe Comerford in 1988; Cathal
Black In 1984 ... It ls censorship by another name.
There has been an important philosophical change in Irish society in recent
decades which is underpining these and other cultural transformations. The Inwardlooking cultural nationalism of earlier decades Is being replaced by a form of outwardlooking liberal humanism. Occasionally as debilitating as previous versions of Irish
nationallty and culture, the earller concerns are replaced by a universalJsm which. too,
seeks to exclse internal social. cultural and economic diJTerence. Behind the apparently
'modern' facade of a commitment to equality, Uberallsm and a censorship-free society.
not to mention European Integration. lies another means of reinforcing the status quo.
In this process the task of saving the nation has undergone a significant
transformation.
Just as in the past economic and cultural protectionism was promoted as the
means of saving the nation. so. too. In a complete reversal since the 1950s, has the
embracing of foreign capital ln Ireland been deemed the means whereby the nation is
saved (12). What we see in this process Is that the previous attempts to disguise our
dependence on the metropolitan centres have been stripped away. And, while at earlier
per1ods the Los Angelesation of Ireland was to be welcomed as a cultural liberation,
such has not been the case In recent decades. as the repressive ideologies of Hollywood
reinforce our own home grown ones. Behind Hollywood's 'democratic' values may Ue
sexist. racist, and other misrepresentations.
The national celebrations which greeted the success of My Left Foot at the
Academy Awards was both understandable and Instructive given Ireland's long
dependence on Hollywood cinema. Yet. a national cinema bullt on the adulation of
Hollywood, as was the case In early 1990, Is one ofwhlch people in a peripheral society
such as Ireland should be deeply susp icious. Indeed, the centre. in this case
Hollywood. is re-generated from the periphery where the production of very particular
types of 'universal' narratives are used to re-confirm the dominance of the centre.
Thus, an Irish fJlm which travels largely with the aid of British finance (1 3) to
Hollywood and Is embraced by It must necessartly leave Its social and cultural
specificity at home. Indeed. if cr1Uclsm Is to be accorded not so much to My Left Foot
but to its reception both as a film and awards-winner. it is that little attention was paid
(beyond commending the 'brilliance' of the acting, direction and script) as to why It won
two Oscars. To accept Its success as worthy Is not In doubt. The more Interesting and
intriguing questions are: Why this film? Why Ireland? Why 1990?
To answer these questions further queries need to be raised about its win and Its
reception in Ireland: Does the film present views of Ireland which liberal humanists
think represent the country as a modern European society? Or is it merely the
celebration of an Irish-international film success at last? Or does it do something else
from the perspective of the centre? Does It for example, reinforce an image of Ireland
(gritty. optimistic, for sure) but which Is also backward, (retarded!), and which conflnns
Ireland's peripheral status even In the modem world. Those members of the Motion
Picture Academy who voted for My Left Fool did so with the brilliance of Daniel Day
Lewis' and Brenda Fricker's acting In mind. but, at another level. they were aware that
there was a less flattering Image of Ireland which My Left Foot reinforced.
The film does. however. Ulustrate the sea change In national ideology during the
past three decades. Its universalist sensibility helps confirm the replacement of the
earlier Inward-looking cultural and political nationalism with an outward-looking
liberal humanist Ideology. This allows. as In so many aspects of Irish ltfe In recent
decades. for a displacement of what Is particular to the Irish social formation on to a
non-specific universalism. As a result, with Br1tlsh and American Investment In Irish
films replacing Irish money, we are likely to see more sanitized or neutral versions of
Ireland produced for cinema and television. All. of course, In the name of
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'commercialism'. In this way. Ireland will be more fully Integrated within the
international English-language commercial cinema and television market. For whereas
Hollywood was the bete noir of earlier decades we are now told at the highest level that
we should emulate Hollywood, even. God forbid. rediscover our missionary role and
change it.
I have argued that the popular cultural products of the metropolitan heartlands
can have, In certain circumstances, a positive impact on a cathartic society. while at
another juncture. such as the present. the opposite may be the case. We remain
reminded that those on the periphery continue to be in a subordinate position to the
core. And, a dependent society is always vulnerable to buffeting from the centre. At the
same time I have been suggesting that the exploration of internal contradictions is
always a fruitful area of investigation but that the displacement of a country's 'wrongs'
on to an external enemy can prove inhibiting in a peripheral society. In this regard the
recent practice of engaging with a 'universalist' sensibility often reconfirms earlier
nationalist ideologies of displacement. The practice for alternative film-makers in
peripheral societies must be to engage in what is necessarily a subversive culture of
deconstruction which is aimed as much at their own societies as those of the fllmic
products of the metropolitan centres.
Note : A shorter version of this paper was prese nted to the International Communication
Association Conference held in Trinity College, Dublin in June 1990.
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Broadcasting law and broadcasting

policy in Ireland
Wolfgang Truetzschler
Introduction
The following article was written in order to present, In a systematic manner. an
overview of the regulations appUcable to the broadcast media in Ireland. It also
constitutes an attempt to outline and evaluate present-day broadcasting policy in
Ireland. It provides a brief summary of the various regulations applicable to
broadcasting in Ireland. Subsequently. It considers In detail the regulations for public
and private broadcasting services. as well as those that govern the operation of cable
television and of the new MMDS television retransmission systems which are currently
being implemented throughout Ireland.

Broadcasting regulations in Ireland: An overview
According to current Irish media law, there are five specific Acts regulating Irish
broadcasting: The Wireless Telegraphy Acts 1926-1972, which specifY, inter alia, that
broadcasting is subject to licensing by the Minister for Communications; the
Broadcasting Authority Acts 1960-1979, which regulate the public broadcaster RrE;
the Radio and Television Act 1988. which contains the regulations applicable to private
commercial broadcasting: lhe Broadcasting and Wireless Telegraphy Act. 1988, which
was designed to tighten the gaps in the law concerning illegal broadcasting and to
increase the penalties for such broadcasting (see Byrne & Binchy, 1989: 404 ff.); and
the recently enacted Broadcasting Act 1990, which, inter alia, facilitates the
implementation of the EC Directive on Television Broadcasting, and which has major
implications for public service broadcasting in lreland, as discussed below. Additional
'regulations' for the private broadcasters are contained in the broadcasting contracts
signed between individual s tations and the Independent Radio and Television
Commission (IRTC). the government-appointed regulatory body for private
broad casters.
1. Wireless Telegraphy (W!n:d
Broadcast Relay Ucence)
(Amendment) Rcgulallon.s 1988.

Cable Television is governed by the Wireless Telegraphy (Wired Broadcast Relay
Licence) Regulations 1974, as amended (1): the new Multipoint Microwave Distribution
System (MMDS). is subject to the Wireless Telegraphy (Television Programme
Retransmission) Regulations 1989. These regulations are discussed below. Apart from
these specific Acts and Regulations, other statutes such as Contempt of Court,
Censorship. Defamation. Copyright. Official Secrets Act, Public Order. also apply to
broadcasting (see Hall & McGovern. 1986).
Additional regulations of the Irish broadcast media may arise from Ireland's
international obligations, such as membership of the European Communities, of the
Council of Europe. of the United Nations. especially the International
Telecommunications Union. the UN agency for telecommunications. An example of an
International agreement which was incorporated into Irish law is the Broadcasting
(Offences) Act. 1968. a statute which results from Ireland's ratification of the
'European Agreement for the Prevention of Broadcasting transmuted from Stations
outside National Territories'. Other International agreements. declarations and
resolutions need not be specifically enacted by the Oireachtas to become part of
domestic law, as Article 29.6 of the Constitution requires. but they may nevertheless
be of 'legal significance and have a legal function' (Hall & McGovern. 1986: 9; see also
Casey 1987:168-186).

Public broadcasting service
Public broadcasting in Europe has traditionally been a service which has been
'largely and widely protected from market forces and expected to use Its monopoly
position to fulfill social functions, which include giving access to diverse voices and
reaching majorities with Information. education and culture' (McQuail. 1986: 164).
Although Ireland's public broadcaster RTE has since lts inception operated in a more
competitive environment than most of its European monopo ly broadcaster
counterparts, due to the wide availability of foreign (British) television and radio
channels. RTE. like most other public broadcasters. has always been subject to fairly
close regulations and even closer 'scrutinizatlon' by politicians (see Kelly &
Truetzschler. 1986: 151 ff.). These regulations are contained in the Broadcasting
Authority Acts 1960-1979.
The Broadcasting Authority Acts endow the RIE Authority with the responsibility
for establishing and maintaining national radio and television broadcasting services
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(2). The Broadcasting Authority (Amendment) Act 1979 enables RTE to also establish
and maintain local broadcasting servtces such as Its Cork service, Cork 89 FM. and its
experimental mobUe community radio. which operated In the period 1974-1988 (see
Pine & Thomas. 1986). Over the last decade RTE has on several occasions submitted
plans on local radio to successive governments (see RTE. 1979). but it bas never
received government approval for a ny of its plans. In fact, Section 4 (1) of the Radio
and Television Act 1988, specifically excludes RTE from providing broadcasting
services regulated by the 1988 Act and RTE can therefore provide such servtces only If
It Is granted a licence by the Minister for Communications.

RTE: Duties and regulations
The Acts specify the general duly of the RTE Authority: 'In performing Its
functions the Authority shall in its programming(a) be responsive to the Interests and concerns of the whole community. be
mindful of the need for understanding and peace within the whole island of Ireland.
ensure that the programmes reflect the varied elements which make up the culture of
the people of the whole island of Ireland. and have special regard for the elements
whlch distinguish that culture and in particular for the Irish language.
(b) uphold the democratic values enshrined in the Constitution. especially those
relating to rightful liberty of expression. and
(c) have regard to th e need for the formation of public awareness and
understanding of the values and traditions of countries other than the State. including
in particular those of such countries whlch are members of the European Economic
Community' (3).
Additional programming regulations specified in the Acts include the duty to
present all news and current affairs programmes in an objective and impartial manner
and In one that is fair to all Interests concerned. Furthermore. programmes mus t not
unreasonably encroach on the privacy of an indMdual. Also. RTE Is prohibited from
broadcasting anything 'that may reasonably be regarded as being likely to promote. or
to Incite to, crime or as tending to undermine the authority of the State'. (In the Acts
no specific reference needs to be made to the broadcast of blasphemous. seditious or
indecent matter as the broadcast of such matters Is a punishable offence according to
Article 40.6.1 of the Constitution.) Finally. RTE is required not to express its own views
In news and current affairs programmes. except for broadcasts concerning
broadcasting policy (4).
Section 20 of the Broadcasting Authority Act 1960 enables RTE to broadcast
advertisements, and to fix charges and conditions for such broadcasts. This section
also prohibits RTE from broadcasting any advertisement which Is directed towards any
religious or political end or has any relation to any industrial dispute. (However Section
18 (2) does permit the transmission of party political broadcasts.) Advertising on RTE Is
broadcast in accordance with the 'RTE Code of Standards for Broadcast Advertising',
but In future this code will be replaced by a code of practice relating to advertising and
other commercial promotion. which the Minister for Communications is obliged to
draw up under Section 4 of the Broadcasting Act 1990.

2. RTE opcratca 2 national
televlalon cbannela fRTE I and
Network 2) and 4 nadonal radio
Kn'leta: Radio I. the moet popular
radio alation In the alate wtth a
ITaditlonal public aervlce
programtlllJ1g miJC; FM 2 , a 24 hour
popular muetc channel; the lr1ah
language RaJdio na Gaeltachta; I'M
3 w1lh Ita classical music
programmes. RTE has also
embarked on a joint venture w1lh
Radio Lwcembourg. namely the
operation or a new radio alation
Atlantic 252 since 1989. RTE holds
75 per cent of the shares In this new
elation. whtch Is estimated ID have
cost around £4m ID set up and
wbtcb RTE expects to provide proflUI
tn the n:glon of £2-Sm per annum.
Atlanuc 252 Ill a commercial wall to
wull popular mwstc station. A.n anced
by Or1tteh advc-U!lfn& and
t:ransmtlttng Ita programme" from
ltel8l'ld to Ontain on long wave.

3. Section 17 of the Broadcuttng
Author11.y Act 1960 aa amended by
Section 13 or the Broadcaattng
Autborll.y (Amendment) Act 1976.

4. Section 18 of the Broadcasting
Au thor11.y Act 1960 as amended by
Sec:Uon 3 of the Broadcasting
Autboril.y (Amendment) Act 1976.

The Acts reserve some central powers to the Minister for Communications. These
include lhe power to appoint the nine members of the RTE Authority, which does not
have to be representative of specific social groups. as is the case in some European
countries. A member of the Authority cannot be dismissed by the Mtnister alone, but
only by a majority vote In parliament. The appointment or removal of the DirectorGeneral by the Authority Is subject to the Minister's approval. The Minister also has
Important powers regarding finance by consenting to borrowing. by deciding on the
level of the licence fee. and by approving the amount of broadcasting time. Until the
enactment of the Broadcasting Act 1990. lhe Minister a lso had the power to specify the
amount of advertising allowed on RTE.
Section 31(1) enables censorship by the Government in relation to The Troubles·
In Northern Ireland: It specifies that the Minister may direct RTE to refrain from
broadcasting interviews, or reports of interviews, with spokespersons of prohibited
organisations. such as the IRA (5). This ban has been annually renewed since 1978
and RTE has always compiled with this gross interference In broadcasting by the State.
Section 31 (2) empowers the Minister for Communications to direct RTE 'to allocate
broadcasting Ume for any announcements by or on behalf of any Minister of State In
connection with the functions of that Minister'.
The Acts establish a Broadcasting Complaints Commission to which the public
may make representation if they judge programmes. news or advertising to be contrary
to statutory programme requirements or to the RTE advertising codes of standards.
The particulars of a decision by the Commission on a complaint must be published in
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a manner that it considers suitable, and reports of such decisions are usually
published in the RTE Guide. The Broadcasting Act 1990 addltlonally establishes a
formal right of reply (see below).

Private broadcasting services
Until the end of 1988. Ireland's p r ivately owned broadcasting services
traditionally consisted of unlicensed or pirate radio stations. These stations operated
With little interference by the state, and at the 'height' of their development in the late
1970s and early to mid 1980s, 70- 100 mainly 'wall to wall' popular music stations
operated throughout Ireland (see Mulryan, 1988}.
With the enactment of the Radio and Television Act 1988 (henceforth referred to
as the 1988 Act), the Irish broadcasting scene underwent major changes. These were
not the result of any systematic government media policy, but were more due to
reasons of 'grassroots' pressure by the large audiences of some of the pirate radio
stations. and probably due to the not inconsiderable embarassment that Ireland was
subject to (for inadequate policing of the internationally allocated frequency spectrum)
in international regulatory fora such as the International Telecommunications Union.
The Act on the one hand privatizes the airwaves, in that it abolishes the RTE-monopoly
in radio and teleVision broadcasting. and on the other hand it regularizes the de facto
totally deregulated. 1988 situation in the field of radio broadcasting that was
characterized by the operation of the numerous 'pirate' radio stations throughout the
State.
The 1988 Act enables the setting up of a private national commercial radio
station. a private national commercial television station. and an unspecified number of
sound broadcasting services. The national broadcaster RTE is excluded from the
proVision of local radio under this Act (Section 4(1)) and the only local radio station 1t
traditionally operates and will continue to do so is Cork Local Radio, renamed Cork 89
FM.
As is customary in Irish media law. the central powers contained in the Act are
reserved to the Minister for Communications. although the ministerial decisions on the
awarding of licences have to be taken in consultation with. and on adVice of, the new
regulatory authority. the Independent Radio and TeleVision Commission (IRTC), set up
under the Act (Section 3).

The ten members of the IRTC were appointed by the Minister in October 1988 for
a period not exceeding five years. The membership is largely constituted of business
people, some of whom have experience in broadcasting or in some other mass medium.
and most of whom were reported at the time as having sympathies towards the
government party. then Flanna Fail. The Chairperson Mr. Justice Henchy is a
respected retired judge to the Irish Supreme Court, a fact that has considerably

strengthened the authority of the IRTC and its decisions, and that has lent weight to
Its interpretations of the. at times vaguely phrased. regulations contained in the Act.
However. the Minister has the sole authority to issue licences and to vary the
conditions of any such licence. To date the Minister has not acted contrary to the
recommendations made by the IRTC; only the future will tell the extent to which this
will prove to be a source of conflict between the licensing authority and the
Government.
Criteria for the awarding of licences

Section 6 of the 1988 Act specifies certain criteria according to which licences are
awarded. Thus, in making its recommendations for the awarding of licences, the IRTC
'shall have regard to'. inter alia, the character and expertise of the applicant, the range
of programming, including Irish-language programmes, provided by the applicant, the
extent to which the application accords with 'good economic principles'. No distinction
is made between local. regional or community radio in the Act except that a special
consideration of local community interests is included as one of the criteria. The Act
also enables the granting of temporary sound broadcasting licences to institutions
such as hospitals and colleges. The press is not excluded from applying for radio
licences. except that in the consideration of licence applications the IRTC 'shall have
regard to the desirability of allowing any person, or groups of persons. to have ... an
undue amount of the communications media In the area specified In the licence'
(Section 6 (h) of the Act).
An analysis of the IRTC's recommendations on the awarding of franchises for the
private national and the 23 private local radios. sheds some light on the relevance of
the criteria specified In the Act. Judging by the official IRTC guide for licence
applicants (IRTC 1988) and by the oral hearings of such applicants, which preceded
the making of recommendations by the IRTC (and which contrary to the Irish political
tradition of decision making behind closed doors. were actually held in public}, the
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'good economic principles' criterion seems to be the most significant one. Thus. more
than half the guide and most of the questions put to applicants by the IRI'C at the oral
hearings were concerned with the requirements of franchise applicants to proVide a
detalled market analysis, an outline of the marketing and revenue generating strategies
planned and with the making of financial projections for the first two years of operation
of the planned broadcasting service.
A far smaller section of the aforementioned guide is concerned with
production/operation facilities and with the actual programming. However. judging by
the fact that the IRI'C made four recommendations on awarding licences to radio
groups who planned to organize their radio stations in accordance with the Community
Radio Charter of the National Association of Community Broadcasting (see NACB.
1988). the criterion according to which the proposed broadcasting serVice should serve
'recognisably local communities' does seem to have been observed to a certain extent.
The vaguely phrased criterion concerning press ownership of local radio mentioned
above has to date been Interpreted by the IRTC as not precluding a 25 per cent
ownership of a local radio station by a local newspaper. as Is the case In six of the
groups to whom lJcences were awarded.
In making Its recommendations for the awarding of sound broadcasting lJcences,
the IRI'C has generally followed the 1988 Government plan for the licensing of a
national and 24 local radio stations. At the time of the parliamentary debate of the
1988 Act. the Government also announced that up to 100 neighbourhood (community)
radio stations and a number of 'community-of-Interest' stations would be licensed. To
date this has not happened. probably in order to ensure U1e economic surVival of the
existing private radio s tations before licensing any additional compelitors for radio
audiences.
Privat e radio: Duties and regulations

The main regulalions in the 1988 Act concerning programming state that 20 per
cent of transmission lime must consist of news and current affairs (which Is not
defined In the Act and which therefore includes programmes such as phone-Ins. vox
populi, etc.). However. the legislation also contains a 'cop out' clause (Section 15)
according to which the IRTC can grant a derogation from the 20 per cent requirement
in full or ln part. 'provided there is a reasonable plurality' of other sources of news and
current affairs available to the llstener. Although the rationale behind the derogation
concept is that the news and current affairs quota 'could impede the development of
specialized radio serVices' (Hall & McGovern, 1988: 21), this clause was used In 1989
by Capital Radio in Dublin (for which the 20 per cent requirement was 'temporarily'
suspended). It may be availed of even more so in the future. especlalJy If local radio
does not turn out to be a 'licence to print money' in the sense of failing to attract
enough listeners and therefore advertising for such programmes. The in terms of
financial viability all important Section 10 states that not more than 15 per cent (or not
more than 10 minutes per hour) can be taken up by advertising. This Is a high
advertising content compared to the 9 per cent on commercial radio In Britain and 7.5
per cent (10 per cent unlll October 1990) on RTE radio and television.
Other regulations on programming contained In the 1988 Act are slmUar to those
contained in the Acts governing RTE. Section 9 of the 1988 Act requires objectivity and
impartiality in news/current affairs programmes but does permit party political
broadcasts. that current affairs broadcasts are fair to all Interests concerned and are
without expression of personal views by the sound broadcaster. and that In any
programmes broadcast. the privacy of any individual is not unreasonably encroached
upon. Section 9 also states that nothing offending against good taste and decency. or
as being Ukely to promote. or to Incite to. crime or as tending to undermine the
authority of the State may be broadcast. The 'censorship' Section 31 of the
Broadcasting Authority Acts governing RTE a lso applies to the private broadcasting
serVices (Section 12 of the 1988 Act) . The same applies lo the Broadcasting Complaints
Commission set up under the Acts governing RTE (Section 11 of the 1988 Act) and the
formal right of reply (established under the Broadcasting Act 1990). The regulations
concerning the content of broadcast advertising (Section 10) are similar to those
imposed on the RTE Authority (see Hall & McGovern. 1988: 16).
Even though this Is not specified in the law. the Individual contracts between the
IRI'C and the private broadcasters state lhat independent radio licences are awarded
for a period of seven years, with the option of a renewal for a further seven years.
Certain additional 'regulations' are contained in the contracts signed between the IRI'C
and Individual local and the national radio licence holders, as is provided for In Section
4(2). fl'hese contracts may be inspected by any member of the public - a right that
follows from Section 14(5).) One of the more important of these additional requirements
concerns the ownership of the Individual radio station. Thus not more than 25 per cent
of the shares In a local radio station may be held by anoilier local radio station. a local
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or national newspaper. a television station or a communications company. a political
party. a religious denomination or a person not normally resident in a Member State of
the European Communities. Without the approval of the IRTC. Finally. the contracts
enable the IRTC to prescribe certain rules concerning the quality, range and type of
programmes broadcast. As far as is known, the IR1C has not made such rules to date.
As well as that changes in the local character of Individual stations by means of the
cost-saving 'device' of networking of indJvidual radio stations (i.e. the same programme
is broadcast on several local radio stations) require the consent of the IRTC. No other
regulations concerning the quality, range and type of programming are contained in
the Act. As was discussed above, such considerations are only mentioned as criteria
according to which licences are to be awarded, but not as regulations to which the
private broadcasters have to adhere.
The programming on the existing radio stations is essentially music led, I.e. With
the exception of the community radios and some of the rural stations, these stations
broadcast 'wall to wall' popular music (or country and western or 'middle of the road'
music). interspersed by the occasional news bulletin and short, cheaply produced,
current affairs' programmes in order to fulfill the legal requirement of 20 per cent of
programming time devoted to news and current affairs. 15 per cent of programming
time is taken up by advertising. To date. there seem to be very few Irish language
programmes on private local radio.

Enforcement of regulations
Notwithstanding the fact that the 1988 Act leaves the IRTC some scope in draWing
up programming regulations, the practice of private commercial broadcasting in
Ireland points to one of the fundamental differences between public broadcasting and
private broadcasting, namely that the latter are not as strictly regulated as the former.
ln practice.the main difference between private broadcasters and RTE is not so much
in the regulations, but more in the monitoring of Individual stations by the government
and by the TRTC. As mentioned above, the public broadcaster has always been subject
to fairly close regulalion. In contrast. the IRTC has on occasions taken a very liberal
interpretation of the compliance with the existing regulations by private broadcasters.
The monitoring of private broadcasters by the IRTC is requJred under Section 4(7)
of the 1988 Act. Ensuring a strict compliance with the regulations by individual
broadcasters may at times be In conflict with the IRTC's main function of arranging for
the provision of broadcast services other than those provided by RTE. because such
services will only continue if they are economically viable. But a strict adherence to the
regulations. such as the 20 per cent news and current affairs requirement. is very
costly and may therefore endanger the profitability of individual radio stations. To date
it seems that the IRTC has been fairly flexible in its monitoring duties, as can be seen.
for example. by the fact that it has enforced the 20 per cent rule (which was widely
flouted by individual radio stations in the first half of 1990) on the one hand. but has
allowed the night-time tran smission of an essentially British news/current affairs
programme on Capital Radio. Dublin.
Only Ume will tell to what extent or not the regulations outlined above will be
adhered to by individual private broadcasters. If private radio (and television) turns out
to be unprofitable or not as profitable as anticipated. a gradual relaxation or nonenforcement of the regulations may ensue. This has happened in some European
countries such as In Greece, Spain, Belgium and France, where networking of
individual local radio stations is common - for example, in France eight networks
control almost all private local radio stations. Alternatively. a loss making private
broadcasting sector may lead to further Government attempts to divert resources from
the public broadcaster to the private sector. as was the intention behind the enactment
of the Broadcasting Act 1990 outlined below.
Other provisions of the 1988 Act concerning private sound broadcasting services
include giving the IRTC power to Investigate into the affairs of licensed radio
broadcasters (Section 13): terms and conditions of sound broadcasting contracts
(Section 14); enabling the Minister for Communications to require RfE to cooperate
wlth sound broadcasting operators in the provision of transmission facilities, subject to
payment of RTE (as has happened with several of the local radio stations) (Section 16);
and more routine requirements involving the establishment of an independent State
Body (Schedule to lhe 1988 Act). These proVisions are fully discussed by Hall &
McGovern. 1988.

Private television: Duties and regulations
The Radio and Television Act 1988 also provides for the licensing of a private
television programme service. The franchise for the national television service 1V3' was
awarded in April 1989 to the Windmill Lane Consortium. which includes the
independent ftlm/video production company Windmill Lane and the Jefferson Smurfit
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Group. Ireland's largest industrial concern In terms of annual turnover. According to
newspaper reports in January 1991. the initial funding needed to set up 1V3 Is £30
million. an amount that would suggest an Involvement by foreign Investors. Several
such possible investors have been named In the press over the last 18 months (6). the
most recent and most notable amongst them being CLT. the mother company of Radio
'iuxembourg (RTL). TV3 Is currently negotiating with the Department of
:ommunicatlons for suitable frequency distributions, and both the funding
rrangements as well as the signing of the broadcast contract between the IRTC and
.he consortium are conditional upon the successful conclusion of these negotiations.
Overall. 1V3ls unlikely to be operative before the second half of 1991 at the earliest
According to the 1988 Act. most of the regulations for private sound broadcasters.
which are contained In Part m of the Act and which are ouUlned in the previous
section of this paper. also apply to the new television programme service. Specifically
this applies to the procedure and criteria according to which the licence for the
television service Is awarded; to the objectivity and impartiality clause contained In
Section 9 of the Act; to the regulations concerning advertismenls; to Section 12 on
complaints by the public; as well as to those on censorship In Section 31 of the
Broadcasting Authority Acts. Section 7, which gives the Minister for Communications
the power to vary any term or condition In the Hcence awarded to sound broadcasting
operators, now also applies to the new television service. according to Section 6(3) of
the Broadcasting Act 1990. Finally. Section 14 on the terms and conditions of the
broadcasting contract between the IRTC and the television service licensee. as well as
Section 15. which enables the Minister for Communications to direct RTE to cooperate
with licence holders In the provision of transmission facillties, also apply to the private
television programme service.
The latter two sections are particularly noteworthy In lhal the final contract
between the lRfC and 1V3 may contain additional ·regulations'. as Is the case with
licensed radio broadcasters. The clause concerning co-operation with RTE in the use of
broadcasting Installations may mean that RfE at some future date will be obliged by
the Government to co-operate with what will probably be Its biggest competitor for
audiences and advertising.
The main regulations for the private television service are contained In Section 18
of the 1988 Acl According to this Section. the 20 per cent news and current affairs
requirement does not apply to the new television channel. This clause Is replaced by
the loose phrasing that a 'reasonable proportion' of such programmes must be
included In the programming schedule. The main part of Section 18 concerns
obligations imposed on the IRfC to ensure that the television broadcasting service
complies with certain dulles as outlined. These duties are identical to the ones
imposed on the RTE Authority by Section 13 of the Broadcasting Authority Amendment
Act 1976 (see above). Other regulations applying to 1V3 include the requirement that a
'reasonable proportion· of programmes '(a) is produced In the State or In another
Member State of the EC. and (b) Is devoted to original programme material produced by
persons other' than 'IV3 Itself or 'existing broadcasting organisations' (Section 18 (4) of
the Act). The latter part of this regulation Is obviously one designed to encourage
independent 1V productJon companies.
Finally. Section 17 of the 1988 Act specifies that the private television se.rvice will
be distributed on cable television and on the new MMDS television retransmission
systems only. The Broadcasting Act 1990 has changed this in that the new service may
also be transmuted 'over the air' by conventional television transmitters.

Regulations for Cable Television
Cable television In Ireland is subject to the Wireless Telegraphy Acls 1926-1972
and the regulations made in accordance with these Acts: Wireless Telegraphy (Wired
Broadcast Relay Licence) Regulations 1974, the Wireless Telegraphy (Wired Relay
Licence) (Amendment) Regulations 1988. and the Wireless Telegraphy Act. 1926
(Section 3) (Exemption of Certain Wired Broadcast Relay Stations) Order 1976. (The
1976 Order provides for the abolition of the requirement to licence wired broadcast
relay stations to which the number of service points connected does not exceed 100
(Hall & McGovern, 1988: 20f)).
According to the 1974 regulations. !Jcences for the relay of television and radio
programmes are issued by the Minister for Communications and. unless revoked or
suspended, are valid indefinitely. Licensees are obliged to comply with a number of
financial. administrative and technical conditions. The main financial provision In the
RegulaUons concern the paymenl of a licence fee equivalent to 5 per cenl (15 per cent
until 1988) of gross revenue of the licensed cable operator. The licence fee is paid to
the Minister for Communications. who In tum may pay the monies collected to the
RTE Authority in accordance with Section 8(b) of the Broadcasting Authority
(Amendment) Act 1976. Until 1988 the total in licence fees collected was paid to RTE;
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In the period 1988-1990 £500,000 out of the total revenue collected was used to
finance the IRTC (In accordance with Section 20 of the Radio and Television Act 1988):
from 1990 onwards the licence fees are no longer given to RTE, but fonn part of the
general revenue fund of the State.
The technical conditions to be complied with by licensees are part of the
conditions of the licence, and are concerned with the standard of the service provided
on a cable system. Technical Inspections may be arranged by the Department of
Communications. and if the system Is not operating in accordance with these
conditions, the licence may be revoked. (This has only happened on two occasions
since the introduction of the cable television regulations.) Television and radio
programmes that may be relayed,. in addition to those of RTE which must be relayed at
the lime at which they are being broadcast. are specified tn the licences.
Furthermore, the 1974 regulations require cable systems licensees, if requested
by the Minister for Communications, to delete advertistng matter from a programme or
to insert advertising or other matter In programmes relayed to subscribers. The
Minister can also require licence holders to relay local programmes. These provisions
can be used in order to enable a cable operator to broadcast local prograrrunlng and
local advertising in channels used for the relay of foreign (Bri tish) television
programmes - as Is the case In Cork.
The 1988 regulations mentioned above tntroduce the distinction between 'basic
service' and 'discretionary service' provided by the licensees: basic service means
television programmes and sound programmes relayed by the licensee which a person
Is obliged to pay for in order to become a subscriber to a relay service: discretionary
service means programmes relayed by the licensee which a subscriber to cable
television may accept or refuse. without affecting the relay of basic services to that
subscriber. This regulation enables the relaying of 'pay 'IV' channels by cable operators
- to date the only cable operator providing such a discretionary service in the form of a
(pay) movie channel is Cork Communications.
In early 1991. there are 43 licensed cable systems operators throughout the
State. the biggest of which Is the Dublin firm Cablellnk with over 80 per cent of cable
television subscribers. The total revenue tn licence fees collected from cable systems
licensees in 1990 amounted to £861.000.

Regulations for MMDS
The licensing and operation of the new television distribution system MMDS
(multipoint microwave distribution system) Is governed by the Wireless Telegraphy
(Television Programme Retransmission) Regulations 1989. These regulations provide
for the Issue of licences for apparatus used solely for the purpose of retransmitting
lelevlslon programme services. The MMDS :sy:steiii was introduced primarily In order to
proVide multiple choice in television in areas not covered by cable systems. As this is
the first time MMDS has been Introduced In Europe, it Is hoped, secondarily, that
Ireland may serve as a 'model' for other European countries. which may also wish to
introduce MMDS at some future dale.

7. The cable 1V compante• are
Cablellnk (with MMDS llcen001 for
Dublin. Galway, Mayo and
WaiUford}. Cork Communications
(Cork, Weal WalUford), Westward
Cable (Keny, Clare. Umer1c:k,
Roscommon, Longford. Wtslmeath
and Klldare). Sulr Nore R<:lays
(Tipperary. KJikenny. Laole (partly}),
and Cable Managemenl(lre.) Ltd.
(Donegal, Sligo). The lwo newspaper
publishers are People Newspaper
Lld (Wicklow, Wexford) and
Drogheda lndependenl (C81111J1,
Louth, Monoghan. Meath) .

Licences for MMDS were awarded by the Minister for Communications In October
1989 in accordance with a 'MMDS Frequency Plan' drawn up by the Department of
Communications. and with the suitability criteria specl.fled in the 1989 regulations.
The plan divides the state into 29 ·cells' for purposes of MMDS, and the licences
awarded relate to the retransmission of television services within these cells. There are
seven companies or 'MMDS franchisees·. each of which has been awarded exclusive
licences for MMDS in a number of these cells. The seven franchisees consist of five
companies active in cable television. the other two are newspaper publishers which
form part of Independent Newspapers piC (7).
According to the 1989 Regulations. licences are issued for a period of one year.
They can be renewed 9 limes. whereupon the licences can be renewed a further 10
times. provided the Minister for Communications considers it proper to do so.
Subsequently the Minister may continue to renew Ucences as he considers it proper to
do so. Upon the grant of a licence. the licensee has to pay £20,000; each annual
licence renewal fee is equivalent to 5 per cent of the gross revenue of the MMDS
operator.
The licences issued state the required technical conditions and the television
programme services, both those which must be. as well as those that may be,
retransmitted. The only 'must carry' television programme service is 1V3, the planned
commercial television channel. This follows, not from the 1989 Regulations, but from
Section 17 of the Radio and Television Act 1988 which states that the 'television
programme service ... shall be distributed on wired broadcast relay systems and
television programme retransmission systems .. .'. Neither of the two RTE television
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services is guaranteed access to MMDS. However. lhe regulations specify that the
MMDS licensee must provide the MMDS subscriber with facilities 'for the dlrect
connection of the television broadcast receiver used In connection with MMDS to
apparatus...designed to receive the television programmes of RTE' (8).
Also stated In the licences Issued by the Minister. is a minimum number of
subscribers to MMDS wllhln lhe area to which the licence relates. If the number of
subscribers Is below this minimum. then - according to the Regulations - the licence
may be suspended or revoked. To date lhls has not yet happened. as MMDS Is only
currently being introduced throughout the State. The regulations also gJve the Minister
the power to alter the charges being levied on MMDS subscribers.
Concerning the operation of MMDS within an area for which a cable systems
licence has already been issued. the regulations state that the MMDS operator may
only provide services to subscribers with the prior approval of the Minister. and with
the agreement of the cable systems licensee.
Overall. and as in other areas of broadcasting. the Minister for Communications
retains central powers concerning the operation of MMDS. This is aptly tllustrated by
Regulation 13(4) whlch states that the 'Minister may a t any time. by notice published
in Iris Oijlguil suspend. In whole or In part. for such period as may be specified In the
notice. all licences for the time being In force or all such licences relating to stations In
a specified district or area'.
MMDS is quite an expensive system. as the outlay for the necessary receiving
equipment amounts to £125 once-off for each household availing of the facili ty. and
then £120 In annual service charges. These charges tend to be higher than those levied
on cable television s ubscribers. probably because of the expense involved In Installing
this new system of television distribution. The fairly high charges are probably one of
the main reasons for the opposition to the Introduction of MMDS by sections of the
rural population. who would prefer to continue availing of the much cheaper Ulegal
deflector systems traditionally used to transmit Brllish television programmees In
those parts of the State Without access to cable television.
Eleven channels are available to MMDS subscribers. although the number of
channels could be Increased by using frequencies with a larger bandWidth than the
ones allocated to MMDS. The channels currently rebroadcast by MMDS Ucensees tend
to be those that are also relayed on existing cable systems. namely the 2 RTE. 4 British
terrestrial television channels as well as a number of satellite television services.
MMDS is capable of carrying radio, teletext and similar data services: It Is a lso
compatible with high definition television.

Broadcasting Act 1990
Two years ater the legalization of private broadcasting services in Ireland. the Dail
passed a new broadcasting law In June 1990. This Act introduces a second major
change in broadcasting in Ireland, subsequent to lhe abolillon of the monopoly In
broadcasting held by the public broadcaster RTE until 1988 - namely what can only be
described as a substantial weakening. or possibly even a gradual dismantling of public
service broadcasting In Ireland. The legtslallon was mainly designed to divert
advertising finance away from RTE towards the new private broadcasting services.
which have been in operation since the end of 1989.

Restrictions on advertising
The new law reduces the maximum period given to advertising In any one hour of
broadcasting on RTE from 10 per cent lo not more U1an 7.5 per cent of total dally
programming time (20 per cent on Atlantic 252, RTE's long-wave radio service aimed a t
a British audience). with a maximum of 5 (instead of 7.5) minutes in any one hour of
broadcasting. Even more slgn!OcanUy. it also sets an annual maximum amount of
revenue that RTE may earn from advertising. If RTE exceeds this maximum. then the
Umlt In the subsequent year Is reduced by the amount of the excess. adjusted by the
percentage Increase in the consumer price index.
Sec:tion 3 of the Act states that the limit for advertising revenue may not exceed
the total licence fee revenue (which in 1989 amounted to £45 million). In effect this
means that RIE. to date a commercially very successful public service broadcaster. is
faced with an annual decrease In Income of around £ 12 million. RTE has therefore
been forced to restrict Its expenditure on staff and on programming. It also leaves open
the possibility that RTE's Income could in fact be further curtailed. for example, by a
government decision to reduce the licence fee. or to withold from RTE. lhe total amount
of licence fees collected in the State. In accordance with Section 8 of the Broadcasting
Authority (Amendment) Act 1976. which states that the Minister may pay the R1E
Authority an amount equal to the receipts In respect of broadcasting licence fees. This
might happen if the new private television service TV3 turns out to be lo>s making.
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Looking to the future pessimistically. this could ultimately mean that public
seiVIce broadcasting in Ireland would be reduced to the provision of technical facilities
for private broadcasters, as is already specified in Section 16 of the Radio and
Television Act 1988 (see above), and to the transmission of a few loss-making public
seiVice broadcasts. It certainly means that RTE will in future be unable to diversify.
expand and spend additional resources on programming. Without doubt, the
restriction of R'I'E"s income will lead to a reduction In the quallty of RTE programmes.
Considering the increasing number and availability of highly commercial foreign
satellite television channels. such a development does not augur well for Ireland's
cultural Industries, especially film-making. or for Irish culture In general. The
Government takes a different view, of course. namely that Increased competition will
lead to an increase In high quality programmes.

0. See notr (6).

The new legislation can be seen as a direct result of the wishes of the operators of
the new private commercial radio stations, some of which are tumlng out to be loss
makJng or not as profitable as anticipated. This is the case with the new national radio
station Century 100. which Capital Radio London has recently provided with loan
capital of IR£ 1.5 million as part of a management contract (9). The 1990 Act Is also In
line with the Interests of the proprietors of the national newspapers in Ireland. These
have traditionally opposed what they see as RI'E's powerful position in the advertising
market. In the hope of being able to attract those advertisers unable to advertise on
RTE.

Apart from the restrictions placed on RTE. the Act also makes provision for the
planned 1V3 to broadcast Its programmes on a conventional transmission system
(Section 6 of the Act). as outlined above. Obviously this section. together with the
planned restrictions on RTE. are designed Ln the hope of ensuring the profitability of
1V3.
The EC Directive

Some of the remaining sections of the Act are included In order to facilitate the
implementation of the EC Directive on Television Broadcasting of 3 October 1989 (EC
1989). Article 25 of the Directive states that 'Member States shall bring into force the
laws .... and provisions necessary to comply with this Directive not later than 3 October
1991', and the Broadcasting Act 1990 is obviously designed to do this. Thus. for
example, Section 4 of the Act. requires the Minister to draw up a 'code of practice
relating to adverUsLng and other commercial promotions'. and this Code can be drawn
up In order to comply with Chapter rv (Television Advertising and Sponsorship) of the
Directive.
Section 5 of the 1990 Act requires the RTE Authority 'to ensure that a reasonable
proportion of the programme material on Its television services is devoted to
programme material produced by ... persons independent of broadcasllng
organizations'. For the year ending 3 October 1991. thls proportion shall not be less
than that broadcast by RTE in 1989. This section can be seen as a concession lo
independent film-makers who lobbied for the introduction of a 10 per cent quota for
independent film and video makers- the same quota as Is contained in Article 5 of the
Directive. That this section will cease to operate from 3 October 1991 would seem to
suggest It was included in order to facilitate the Implementation of the EC Directive
(see Bamlville. 1991).
Section 8 establishes a 'righ t of reply' which did not previously exist in Irish media
law. This section is necessitated by Chapter V1 (Right of Reply) of the EC Directive and
by the slmllar Council of Europe Convention on Transfrontier Television (CouncU of
Europe. 1989). In accordance with Article 23 of the EC Directive. Section 8 enables the
Broadcasting Complaints Commission to Investigate a complaint concerning an attack
on a person's honour or reputation. Section 8(b) provides for decisions by the
Commission In favour of a complainant to be broadcast at a time and in a manner
corresponding to that In which the offending broadcast took place. This section of the
Act also applles to the private broadcasting services by virtue of Section 11 of the Radio
and Television 1988, which extends the ambit of the Broadcasting Compla ints
Commlsslon to these broadcasting services.
More t echnical sections

Section 7 of the 1990 Act is of a more technical nature - It enables RTE to appoLnt
Its own auditors. rather than haVIng Its accounts audited (usually with some delay) by
the Comptroller and Auditor General. Section 7(c) requires the auditors to produce a
specific statement of revenue derived by RTE from advertising, sponsorship and other
forms of commercial promotion. This requirement is basically a cross-check on
compliance by RTE with the advertising Lncome limits set out In Section 3 of the Acl
Sections 9-15 of the 1990 Act are all related to the objective of creating a series of
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new offences and penalties associated \vith the unauthor1zed interception of cable and
MMDS services. Section 16 ls designed to prevent the pirating of encrypted programme
transmissions from abroad. an Issue which will probably form part of some future
European regulation or convention. Sections 17 and 18 are technical amendments to
the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1926 and to the Broadcasting and Wireless Telegraphy Act
1988 (see Bamlville, 1991).

Effects on public broadcasting
The parliamentary debate of the Act In Spring 1990 generated an unusual
amount of public discussion of this piece of legislation. In fact U1e opposition to It was
such that the Government was forced to drop its original proposal of diverting up to 25
'er cent of RTE's Ucence fee income to the private broadcasting services. The
•Verrunenl. however, did not change the provision curbing RTE's advertising Income,
It cleverly allayed some of Its critics by dropping the licence fee proposal
In Its first few months of operation. the new law has already had a number of
rly discernible effects. The limitation of alrUme devoted to advertising on RTE has
·en up the cost (by approximately 20 per cent) and availability of advertising on
_E. This In tum has led to some advertising business switching from RTE to other
(British) television outlets. The Irish advertising industry estimates that the British 11V
company Ulster Television (U1V) - U1V television programmes are widely viewed within
the State - gamed an additional £3 mlllion advertising revenue in the second half of
1990. This is because some lr1sh advertisers are unable to afford the increased cost of
advertising on RTE. The question as to whether this amount will Increase or ultimately
return to the State when 1V3 Is launched Is open to debate.
The loss of a substantial proportion of Its advertising income has forced RTE to
implement a number of cutbacks: a reduction of the workforce by cutting 200 staff jobs
(approximately 10 per cent of RTE stall); the abolition of the two RTE Choirs (which will
leave Ireland without a professional choir); a curtailing of after midnight broadcasting;
a trimming of the (already meagre) annual budget for Irish Independent productions by
over 15 per cent (from £3.1 miUion in 1990 to £2.5 million In 1991); a cut of 10 per
cent in expenditure in all sections of RTE.
RTE is also exploring additional ways of increasing Its income in those areas In
which It can sUll operate without legal restrictions. One avenue Is the provision of Irish
(RTE) programmes to Irish people and those of Irish descent Uving in the UK and In the
US. This could take the form of an ethnic (subscription) channel on US cable television
and a three hour long RI"E programme which would be broadcast by the BBC after Its
normal transmJssion had ended, avaUable by subscription only.

Broadcasting Policy
The legislation outlined above shows that Ireland has no explicit or coherent
national broadcasting policy. Developments In broadcasting tend to proceed \vitb UtUe
or no public debate and to be In Une with the interests of the members of the var1ous
elltes In Irish society. The wider cultural and social Implications for Irish society of
changes In broadcasting are rarely debated - in fact decisions are made and justified In
line with economic and commercial criteria. For example. the Government argued for
the introductlon of the Broadcasting Act 1990 In terms of 'ensuring that Iris h
broadcasting becomes a growth Industry. bringing new Investment and higher
productivity into Irish broadcasting. creating new secure employment in the sector.
providing choice to the consumer' (10). (Of course, Irish television audiences have
always had a great amount of choice. I.e. the four British television channels and, more
recently, the numerous satelllte television channels.)
Traditionally Irish broadcasting policy has been reinforced by th e wish to
strengthen national identity and to maximize independence from Br1tain. Even today
one aim of po!Jcy is to ensure as far as possible that Irish broadcasting remaJns the
mainstream Irish viewers' and listeners' choice. But what has become an even more
important factor in broadcasting policy is the emphasis on choice by viewers and
Usteners. and other economic criter1a.
Certain social and economic trends are reflected In the Irish broadcast media
structure. Over the last few years the lr1sh economy has been experiencing real growth
rates which have led to increased advertising expenditure, a fact not unrelated to the
willingness of businesses to Invest In broadcasting. Ireland has a very young
population (46 per cent are under 25 years of age). and this Is probably a reason for
the popularity and therefore profitabiUty of some of the new private commercial radio
stations with their music-led programming.
The high unemployment rate of around 17 per cent of the workforce enables some
of the the commercial broadcasters to reduce their personnel costs by paying wages
substantially below the average Industrial wage of approximately £11.400 per annum
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10. QuotatiOn &om the (Dati)
Second Stage Speech by the Mtnlater
(or JuaUcc and CommunfcaUona, 7
June 1990.

ARTICLES
(March 1990 figure) . Thus It seems that a large proportion of the 500-600 people
employed in the private broadcasting sector receive annual salaries as low as £5.000.

Irish broadcasting and Europe
National broadcasting policy is fairly consistent with European tendencies, and
generally there is much emphasis on the economic and financial benefits of EC
membership for Ireland. As has been shown above. the licensing of private
broadcasting operations and the regulation of broadcasting In Ireland reflect current
European trends. such as abolition of state monopolies. privatization of state
enterprises and commercialization of broadcasting. In fact It can be argued that Ireland
has simply copied Its European partners, without developing a poUcy appropriate tr
Itself.

11. The quota ts contained In
Attlcle 4(1), which states, Inter alta,
that 'Member States shall ensure
where practicable and by

appropriate means, that
broadca&ICJ'II r e - for European
worke ... a major1ty proportion of
their transmission time, excluding
the Ume appointed 10 news, sport
cventa, games, adV'Crtlslng and

tcle:cxt semcca.Thls
proportlon ...ahould be achieVed
pr<>Creaal~lf. on the bas!;, of
aultablc ailcrla'.

Concerning the recent EC Directive and Council of Europe Convention
Transfrontier Television. existing Irish media law Is broadly In line with these
government was always opposed to the original French plan that the Directive sh.
contain a binding 60 per cent quota of made-In-Europe non-news programmes.
reason for this can be found In the fact that only about 23 per cent of RTE (non-nt
programmes are home produced. a further 10-15 per cent of programmes come frl..
the UK, so that in all only 35-40 per cent of RTE television programmes fulfill the
made-In-Europe criterion of the Directive (11). Because the EC Directive Is so vaguely
phrased that it can be safely stated that Irish media law Is broadly in line with the
Directive. at least until such time as a court of justice decides otherwise.

Public broadcasting
The public broadcaster suffered a setback by the Introduction of legal private
commercial broadcasting Jn 1988. but it responded by way of Improved efficiency and
highly competitive advertising rates. Licence fees have not been Increased for years,
but RTE was so successful that the Government considered It necessary to curb Its
activities. in order to ensure the survival of a profitable private broadcasting sector one that is more amenable to portraying the Government in a favourable Ught than the
public service broadcaster Is, an argument put forward by Meier et al.(l989) to explain
the large increase In private commercial broadcasting activities throughout Europe.
The future of public service broadcasting, at least In Its current form, Is
uncertain, especially if the planned new private television channel 1V3 Is loss-making.
Were this this to happen. It may lead to additional resources being switched from RTE
to TV3. This might lead to the privatization of RTE's Network 2 or an eventual
amalgamation between the latter and 1V3. as it is difficult to imagine the economic
survival of three television networks In a country the siZe of Ireland.

l2. Quotation from Section 13 or
theBroadcutlngAuthor1ty
(AmcndrnentJ Act. 1976.

l3. The local radio stallona In
Oray, Kilkenny, and T!ppc:razy arc,
at the llrne of wr1ting. run In
ai!CCirclance with the NACB Charter.

Broadcasting and culture
Irish media law is rather vague In terms of the regulations on the cultural content
of broadcast programmes. The laws do not contain any specific quotas for homeproduced or European programmes, stating only that RTE 'shall In Its
programmlng... refiect the varied elements which make up the culture of the people of
the whole island of Ireland' and 'shall have regard to the need for formation of pubUc
awareness and understanding of the values and traditions of countries other than the
state. includjng In particular those of such countries which are members of the
European Economic Community' (12). The identical phrasing can be found in the
Radio and Television Act. 1988 concerning the planned private television channel.
All statutes of Irish media law maintain that broadcasters should have special
regard to programmes In the Irish language. Speakers of Ireland's frrst official language
are fairly well served In terms of radio, as a result of the existence of Raldlo na
Gaeltachta and of Irish language programmes on a few of the new radio services
(especially on those radio stations (13). which base their programming poUcy on the
Community Radio Charter of the National Association of Community Broadcasting
(NACB 1988)). The same does not apply to television. The vast majority of Irish
speakers, are very dissatisfied with the small number of Irish language programmes
transmitted by RTE television. currently 3-4 hours per week or around 3 per cent of
total programming hours.
Over the last few years Irish speakers have been pressurizing the Government to
extend Irish language broadcasting time. and as a result of this, the democratically
elected Gaeltacht Authority. Udaras na Gaeltachta. has furnished the Government with
a report on the setting up of a television service In Irish. According to press reports in
1989, this study recommended the setting up of a joint Udaras-RTE television station
which would broadcast a service in Irish of two hours a day. seven days a week. The
service would be based in the Gaeltacht. but transmitted nationwide. A decision was
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between undertakings with a view to their being relayed to the public. It does not
include communication services providing Items of Information or other messages on
individual demand such as telecopying. electronic data banks and other similar
services:
(b) 'television advertising' means any form of announcement broadcast in return
for payment or for similar consideration by a public or private undertaking In
connection with a trade, business, craft or profession in order to promote the supply of
goods or services, including immovable property. or rights and obligations, in return
for paymenl Except for the purposes of Article 18, this does not include direct offers to
the public for the sale, purchase or rental of products or for the provision of services in
return for payment:

(c) 'surreptitious advertising' means the representation in words or pictures of
goods. services. the name, the trade mark or the activities of a producer of goods or a
provider of services in programmes when such representation Is Intended by the
broadcaster to serve advertising and might mislead the public as to its nature. Such
representation is considered to be Intentional In particular If 1t is done in return for
payment or for similar consideration:
(d)'sponsorshlp' means any contribution made by a public or private undertaking
not engaged in television broadcasting activities or In the production of audio-visual
works. to the financing of television programmes with a view to promoting its name, its
trade mark, Its Image. Its activilies or Its products.

CHAPTER II
General provisions
Article 2
1 Each Member State shall ensure that all television broadcasts transmitted by
broadcasters under Its jurisdlclion. or by broadcasters who. while not being under the
jurlsdlcUon of any Member State, make use of a frequency or a satellite capacity
granted by. or a satellite up-link situated ln. that Member State, comply with the law
applicable to broadcasts Intended for the public In that Member State.

2 Member States shall ensure freedom of reception and shall not restrict
retransmission on their territory of television broadcasts from other Member States for
reasons which fall within the fields coordinated by this Directive. Member States may
provisionally suspend retransmissions of television broadcasts If the following
conditions are fulfilled:
(a) a television broadcast coming from another Member State manifestly. seriously
and gravely infringes Article 22:
(b) during the previous 12 months. the broadcaster has infringed the same
provision on at least two prior occasions:
(c) the Member Slate concerned has notified the broadcaster and the Commission
In writing of the alleged infringements and of Its Intention to restrict retransmission
should any such infringement occur again:
(d) consultations with the transmitting State and the Commission have not
produced an amicable settlement within 15 days of the notification provided for in
point (c). and the alleged Infringement persists.
The Commission shall ensure that the suspension is compatible with Community
law. It may ask the Member State concerned to put an end to a suspension which Is
contrary to Community law. as a matter of urgency. This provision is without prejudice
to the application of any procedure. remedy or sanction to the infringements In
question In the Member State which has jurlsdlcllon over the broadcaster concerned.

3 This Directive shall not apply to broadcasts intended exclusively for reception
In States other than Member Slates. and which are not received directly or indirectly In
one or more Member States.
Article 3

1 Member States shall remain free to require television broadcasters under their
jurisdiction to lay down more detailed or stricter rules in the areas covered by this
Directive.
2 Member States shall. Ly appropriate means. ensure, within the framework of
their legislation, that television broadcasters under their jurisdiction comply with the
provision of this Directive.
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countries with a low production capacity or restricted language area:
Whereas national support schemes for the development of European production
may be applied in so far as they comply with Community law:
Whereas a commitment. where practicable. to a certain proportion of broadcasts
for Independent productions. created by producers who are Independent of
broadcasters. will stimulate new sources of television production. especially the
creation of small and medium-sized enterprises: whereas It will offer new opportunities
and outlets to the marketing of creative talents of employment of cultural professions
and employees in the cultural field: whereas the definition of the concept of
independent producer by the Member States should take account of that objective by
gtvlng due consideration to small and medium-sized producers and making it possible
to authorize financial participation by the coproduction subsidiaries of television
organizations:
Whereas measures are necessary for Member States to ensure that a certain
period elapses between the firs t cinema showing of a work and the first television
showing:
Whereas in order to allow for an active pollcy In favour of a specific language.
Member States remain free to lay down more detailed or s tricter rules in particular on
the basts of language criteria. as long as these rules are In conformity with Community
law. and in particular are not applicable to Lhe retransmission of broadcasts
orlglnaUng in other Member States:
Whereas in order to ensure that the interests of consumers as television viewers
are fully and properly protected. It Is essential for television advertising to be subject to
a certain number of minimum rules and standards and that the Member States must
maintain the right to set more detailed or stricter rules and in certain circumstances to
lay down different conditions for television broadcasters under their jurisdiction:
Whereas Member States. with due regard to Community law and in relation to
broadcasts intended solely for the national territory which may not be received. directly
or Indirectly, in one or more Member States. must be able to lay down different
conditions for the Insertion of advertising and different limits for the volume of
advertising in order to facilitate these particular broadcasts:
Whereas It Is necessary to prohibit all television advertising promoting cigarettes
and other tobacco products Including indirect forms of advertising which. whilst not
dtrectiy mentioning the tobacco product. seek to circumvent the ban on advertising by
using brand names. symbols or other distinctive features of tobacco products or of
undertakings whose known or main activities Include the production or sale of s uch
products:
Whereas It Is equally necessary to prohibit all television advertising for medicinal
products and medical treatment available only on prescription in the Member State
within whose jurisdiction the broadcaster falls and to introduce strict criteria relating
to the television advertising of alcoholic products:
Whereas In view of the growing importance of sponsorship in the finan cing of
programmes. appropriate rules should be laid down:
Whereas it is. furthermore. necessary to introduce rules to protect the physical.
mental and moral development of minors in programmes and In television advertising:
Whereas although television broadcasters are normally bound to ensure that
programmes present fa cts and events fairly. it Is nevertheless important that they
should be subject to specific obligations with respect to the right of reply or equivalent
remedies so that any person whose legitimate Interes ts have been damaged by an
assertion made in the course of a broadcast television programme may effectively
exercise such right or remedy.
Has adopted this directive

CHAPTER I
Definitions
Article 1

For the purpose of this Directive:
(a) 'television broadcasting· means the initial transmission by wire or over the air,
Including that by satelUte. In unencoded or encoded fonn. of television programmes
intended for reception by the publlc. It includes the communication of programmes
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Whereas such abolition must go hand in hand with coordination of the applicable
laws: whereas this coordination must be aimed at facilitating the pursuit of the
professional activities concerned and, more generally, the free movement of information
and ideas within the Community:
Whereas It is consequently necessary and sufficient that all broadcasts comply
with the law of Member State from which they emanate:
Whereas this Directive Jays down the minimum rules needed to guarantee
freedom of transmJssion in broadcasting; whereas, therefore, Jt does not affect the
responsibility of the Member States and their authorities with regard to the
organization - including the systems of licensing. administrative authorization or
taxation - financing and the content of programmes; whereas the independence of
cultural developments in the Member States and the preservation of cultural diversity
in the Community therefore remain unaffected:
Whereas it Is necessary. in the common market, that all broadcasts emanating
from and intended for reception within the Community and in particular those
intended for reception In another Member State, should respect the law of the
originating Member State applicable to broadcasts intended for reception by the pu blic
in that Member State and the provisions of this Directive:
Whereas the requirement that the originating Member State should verify that
broadcast::; comply with national law as coordinated by this Directive is sufficient
under Community Jaw to ensure free movement of broadcasts wilhout secondary
control on the same grounds in the receiving Member States: whereas. however. the
receiving Member State may, exceptionally and under specific conditions provisionally
suspend the retransmission of televised broadcasts;
Whereas It is essential for the Member State to ensure the prevention of any acts
which may prove detrimental to freedom of movement and trade in television
programmes or which may promote the creation of dominant positions which would
lead to restrictions on pluralism and freedom of televised Information and of the
Information sector as a whole:
Whereas this Directive, being confined specifically to television broadcasting
rules, is without prejudice to existing or future Community acts of harmonization, .in
particular to salisfy mandatory requirements concerning the protection of consumers
and the fairness of commercial transactions and competition;
Whereas co-ordination is nevertheless needed to make it easier for persons and
industries producing programmes having a cultural objective to take up and pursue
their activities:
Whereas minimum requirements in respect of all public or private Community
television programmes for European audio-visual productions have been a means of
promoting production, independent production and d istribution in the above
mentioned industries and are complementary to other instruments which are already
or will be proposed to favour the same objective:
Whereas .it is therefore necessary to promote markets of sufficient size for
television productions in the Member States to recover necessary investments not only
by establishing common rules opening up national markets but also by envisaging for
European productions where practicable and by appropriate means a majority
proportion in television programmes of all Member States; whereas. 1n order to allow
the monitoring of the application of these rules and the pursuit of the objectives,
Member States will provide the Commission with a report on the application of the
proportions reserved for European works and independent productions in this
Directive; whereas for the calculation of such proportions account should be taken of
the specific situation of the Hellenic Republic and the Portuguese Republic: whereas
the Commission must inform the other Member States of these reports accompanied,
where appropriate by an opinion taking account of. in particular, progress achieved in
relation to previous years, the share of first broadcasts In the programming, the
particular circumstances of new television broadcasters and the specific situation of
countries with a low audio-visual production capacity or restricted language area:
Whereas for these purposes 'European works' should be defmed without prejudice
to the possibility of Member States laying down a more detailed defmition as regards
television broadcasters under their jurisdiction in accordance with Article 3 (1) in
compliance with Community law and account being taken of the objectives of this
Directive;
Whereas it Js important to seek appropriate instruments and procedures in
accordance with Community law in order to promote the implementation of these
objectives with a view to adopting suitable measures to encourage the activity and
development of European audio-visual production and distribution. particularly in
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Television without frontiers:
EC directive on ... television
broadcasting activities,
October 1989

8ource o( Document:
omdal Joumal or the European
Communll1ea 1.298, 17/10/1989

Council Directive of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions laid
down by law. regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the
pursuJt of television broadcasting activities

The Council of the European Communities.
Havtng regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community. and
in particular Articles 57(2) and 66 thereof.

l OJ No c 179, 17.7. 1986. p.4

Having regard to lhe proposal from the Commission (l),
2 OJ No 49. 22.2.1988, p.53. and
OJ NO C 158, 26.6.1989

In cooperation wilh the European Parl1ament (2).
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (3),
Whereas the objectives of the Community as laid down In the Treaty include
establishing an even closer union among the peoples of Europe, fostering closer
relations between the States belonging to the Community. ensuring the economic and
social progress of Its countries by common action to eliminate the barriers which dJvide
Europe. encouraging lhe constant improvement of the l1ving conditions of Its peoples
as well as ensuring the preservation and strengthening of peace and Uberty;
Whereas the Treaty provides for the strengthening of peace and liberty:
establishment of a common market, including the abolition, as between member
States, of obstacles to freedom of movement for services and the institution of a system
ensuring that competition in the common market is not distorted;
Whereas broadcasts transmitted across frontiers by means of various
technologies are one of the ways of pursuing the objectives of the Community; whereas
measures should be adopted to permit and ensure the transition from national
markets to a common programme production and distlibutlon market and to establish
conditions of fair competition without prejudice to the public Interest role to be
discharged by the television broadcasting services:
Whereas the Council of Europe has adopted the European Convention on
Transfrontier Television:
Whereas the Treaty provides for the Issuing of directives for the coordination of
provisions to facllJt.ate the taking up of activities as self-employed persons;
Whereas television broadcasting constitutes. in normal circumstances, a service
Within the meaning of the Treaty:
Whereas the Treaty provides for free movement of all services normally provided
against payment, wtlhout exclusion on grounds of their cultural or other content and
Without restriction of nationals of Member States established In a Community country
other than that of the person for whom the services are intended:
Whereas this rtght as appl1ed to the broadcasting and distribution of television
services is also a specific manifestation in Community law of a more general principle,
namely the freedom of expression as enshrined in Article 10(1) of the Convention for
lhe Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms ratified by all Member
Slates: whereas for this reason the issuing of directives on the broadcasting and
distribution of television programmes must ensure their free movement In the Ught of
the said Article and subject only to the limits set by paragraph 2 of that Article and by
Article 56(1) of the Treaty:
Whereas the laws, regulations and administrative measures In Member States
concerning the pursuit of activities as television broadcasters and cable operators
contain disparities, some of which may impede the free movement of broadcasts within
the Community and may distort competition within the common market:
Whereas all such restrictions on freedom to provide broadcasting services within
the Community must be abolished under the Treaty:
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expected to be made by the Government towru-ds the end of 1990. but has yet to be
announced. At the time of writing, it seems thul the Government is planning to force
RfE to broadcast these two hours of Irish language programmes on Network 2 during
peak viewing time. As Irish language programmes (according to industry guesstimates)
have an audience of approXimately 2 per cent of television households, and may
therefore attract less advertising than their English language counterparts. this plan
can be seen as another setback for RTE.

Supreme authority In broadcasting matters
As outlined above, all decisions concerning the broadcast media are either subject
to the approval of. or are made directly by. the MlnJster for Communications. The
Minister awards licences, oversees the adherence to the regulations contained in the
broadcasting legislation, decides on the profitability of individual radio and television
stations by drawing up the advertising regulations, etc. The 1990 Act in effect means
that R'IE's advertising revenue is now also politically and statutorily determined, thus
abolishing the last area of broadcasting not under direct ministerial or statutory
controL The Minister for Communications can be viewed, therefore. as the supreme
authority in broadcasting matters. whose decisions can only be challenged by the
courts or the DaiL
The role of Telecom Eireann
Unlike the situation In most other European countries. where the national PITs
are traditionally involved in the technical as well as the policy end of broadcasting.
(German Telecom is a main actor In the spread of cable television), Telecom Eireann
has no input into broadcasting other than in the provision of certain technical
facilities. Most of the transmission facilities in the state are owned and operated by
RTE, but their use is subject to approval by the Department of Communications.
Although a small proportion of the private broadcasting services have their own
transmission facilities. in practice most of them use the facilities provided by their
main competitor RTE. In return, RTE is paid a rental fee for their use (according to the
1988 Act). but RTE cannot refuse access to them by private operators. The same wUl
apply to the new commercial television channeL
Basically, Telecom Eireann Is used by government as an instrument of industrial
policy, offering advanced technological facilities to attract foreign investment. Its role
may change in the future. now that it owns 60 per cent of the shares in Cablelink (the
remaining shares are owned by RTE). Ireland's largest cable television operator.
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CHAPTER Ill
Promotion of distribution and production of television programmes

Article 4

1 Member States shall ensure where practicable and by appropriate means. that
broadcasters reserve for European works, within the meaning of Article 6. a majority
proportion of their transmission time, excluding the time appointed to news. sports
events. games. advertising and teletext services. This proportion. having regard to the
broadcaster's Informational. educational. cultural and entertainment responsibilities to
its viewing pubUc, should be achieved progressively. on the basis of suitable criteria.
2 Where the proportion laid down in paragraph 1 cannot be attained, It must not
be lower than the average for 1988 In the Member Stale concerned.
However. In respect of the Hellenic Republic and the Portuguese Republic. the
year 1988 shall be replaced by the year 1990.
3 From 3 October 1991. the Member States shall provide the Commission every
two years with a report on the application of this Article and Article 5.
That report shall in particular include a statistical statement on the achievement
of the proportion referred to in this Article and Article 5 for each of the television
programmes falling within tile jurisdiction of tile Member State concerned, tile reasons,
In each case, for the failure to attain that proportion and the measures adopted or
envisaged in order to achieve it.
The Commission s hall Inform the other Member States and the European
Parliament of the reports. which shall be accompanied. where appropriate. by an
opinion. The Commission shall ensure the application of this Article and Article 5 in
accordance with the provisions of the Treaty. The Commission may take account in its
opinion. In particular. of progress achieved In relation to previous years. the share of
firs t broadcast works In the programming. the particular circumstance of new
television broadcasters and the specific situation of countries with a low audio-visual
production capacity or restricted language area.
4 The Council shall review the implementation of this Article on the basts of a
report from the Commission accompanied by any proposals for revision that it may
deem appropriate no later than the end of the fifth year from the adoption of the
Directive.
To that end, the Commission report shall. on the basis of the Information
provided by Member States under paragraph 3. take account In particular of
developments in the Community market and of the international context.
Article 5

Member Slates shall ensure. where practicable and by appropriate means, that
broadcasters reserve at least 10% of their transmission time. excluding the time
appointed to news. sports events. games. advertising and teletext services. or
a lternately. at the discretion of the Member State. at least 10% of their programming
budget. for European works created by producers who are independen t of
broadcasters. This proportion. having regard to broadcasters' informational.
educational, cultural and entertainment responsibillties to its viewing public. should
be achieved progressively. on the basis of suitable crlleria; it must be achieved by
earmarking an adequate proportion for recent works. that is to say works transmitted
wtthtn five years of their production.
Article 6

1 Within the meaning of this chapter, 'European works' means the following:
(a) works originating from Member States of the Community and. as regards
television broadcasters falling within the jurisdiction of the Federal Republic of
Germany. works from German territories where the Basic Law does not apply and
fulfilling the conditions of paragraph 2;
(b) works originating from European third Stales party to the European
Convention on Transfrontier Television of the Council of Europe and fulfilling the
conditions of paragraph 2:

(c) works originating from other European third countries and fulfilling the
conditions of paragraph 3.
2 The works referred to in paragraph 1(a) and (b) are works mainly made with
authors and workers residing In one or more States referred to In paragraph l(a) and
(b) provided that they comply with one of the following three conditions:
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(a) they are made by one or more producers established in one or more of those
States: or
(b) production of the works is supervised and actually controlled by one or more
producers established in one or more of those States: or

(c) the contribution of co-producers of those States to the total co-production
costs is preponderant and the co-produ ction Is not controlled by one or more
producers established outside those States.
3 The works referred to ln paragraph 1 (c) are works made exclusively or in coproduction with producers established in one or more Member State by producers
established in one or more European third countries With which the Community will
conclude agreements in accordance with the procedures of the Treaty. If those works
are mainly made with authors and workers residing In one or more European States
4 Works which are not European works within the meaning of paragraph 1, but
made mainly with authors and workers residing in one or more Member States. shall
be considered to be European works to an extent corresponding to the proportion of
the contribution of Community co-producers to the total production costs
Article 7

Member States shall ensure that the television broadcasters under their
jurisdiction do not broadcast any cinematographic work. u nless otherwise agreed
between its rights holders and the broadcaster, until two years have lapsed since the
work was first shown in cinemas in one of the Member States of the Community: in the
case of cinematographic works co-produced by the broadcaster, this period shall be
one year.
Article 8

Where they consider It necessary for purposes of language policy, the Member
Stales. whilst observing Community law. may as regards some or all programmes of
television broadcasters under their jurisdiction. lay down more detailed or stricter rules
in particular on the basis of language criteria.
Article 9

This chapter shall not apply to local television broadcasts not forming part of a
national network.

CHAPTER IV
Television advertising and sponsorship
Article 10
1 Television advertising shall be readily recognizable as such and kept quite
separate from other parts of the programme service by optical and /or acoustic means.

2 Isolated advertising spots shall remain the exception.
3 Advertising shall not use subliminal techniques.
4 Surreptitious advertising shall be prohibited.
Art icle 11
1 Advertisements shall be lnserted between programmes. Provided the conditions
contained in paragraphs 2 to 5 of this Article are fulfilled, advertisements may also be
Inserted during programmes in such a way that the integrity and value of the
programme. taking into account natural breaks in and the duration and nature of the
programme. and the rights of the rights holders are not prejudiced.

2 In programmes consisting of autonomous parts, or in sports programmes and
similarly structured events and performances comprising intervals, advertisements
shall only be Inserted between the parts or in the intervals.
3 The transmission of audio-visual works such as feature films and films made
for television (excluding series, serials, light entertainment programmes and
documentaries). provided their programmed duration Is more than 45 minutes, may be
interrupted once for each complete period of 45 minutes. A further interruption Is
allowed if their programmed duration is at least 20 minutes longer than two or more
complete periods of 45 minutes.
4 Where programmes. other than those covered by paragraph 2. are interrupted
by advertisements, a period of at least 20 minutes should elapse between each
successive advertising break within the programme.
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5 Advertisements shall not be Inserted in any broadcast of a religious service.
News and current affairs programmes. documentaries. religious programmes. and
children's programmes, when their programmed duration is less than 30 minutes shall
not be interrupted by advertisements. If their programmed duration Is of 30 minutes or
longer, the provisions of the previous paragraphs shall apply.
Article 12

Television advertising shall not:
(a) prejudice respect for human dignity:
(b)

include any discrimination on grounds of race, sex or nationality;

(c) be offensive to religious or political beliefs;
(d) encourage behaviour prejudicial to health or to safety;
(e) encourage behaviour prejudicial lo the protection of the environment.
Article 13

All forms of television advertising for cigarettes and other tobacco products shall
be prohibited.
Article 14
Television advettising for medicinal products and medical treatment available only
on prescription in the Member State within whose jurisdiction the broadcaster falls
shall be prohibited.
Article 15

Television advertising for alcoholic beverages shall comply with the following
criteria:
(a) it may not be aimed specifically at minors or. in particular. depict minors
consuming these beverages;
(b) it shall not link the consumption of alcohol to enhanced physical performance
or to driving;
(c) it shall not create the Impression that the consumption of alcohol contributes
toward social or sexual success;
(d) it shall not claim that alcohol has therapeutic qualities or that
stimulant, a sedative or a means of resolving personal conflicts;

it

Is a

(e) it shall not encourage immoderate consumption of alcohol or present
abstinence or moderation in a negative light;
(1) It shall not place emphasis on high alcoholic content as being a positive quality
of the beverages.

Article 16

Television advertising shall not cause moral or physical detriment to minors, and
shall therefore comply with the following criteria for their protection:
(a) It shall not directly exhort minors to buy a product or a service by exploiting
their inexperience or credulity;
(b) it shall not directly encourage minors to persuade their parents or others to
purchase the goods or services being advertised:

(c) it shall not exploit the special trust minors place in parents. teachers or other
persons;
(d) it shall not unreasonably show minors in dangerous situations.
Article 17
1 Sponsored television programmes shall meet the following requirements:

(a) the content and scheduling of sponsored programmes may ln no
circumstances be influenced by the sponsor in such a way as to affect the
responsibility and editorial independence of the broadcaster in respect of programmes;
(b) they must be clearly identified as such by the name and/or logo of the sponsor
at the beginning and/ or the end of the programmes;

{c) they must not encourage the purchase or rental of the products or services of
the sponsor or a third party, in particular by making special promotional references to
those products or services.
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2 Television programmes may not be sponsored by natural or legal persons
whose principal activity is the manufacture or sale of products. or the provision of
services, the advertising of which is prohibited by Article 13 or 14.
3 News and current affairs programmes may not be sponsored.
Article 18

1 The amount of advertising shall not exceed 15% of the daily transmission time.
However. this percentage may be increased to 20% to include forms of advertisements
such as direct offers to the public for the sale. purchase or rental of products or for the
provision of services, provided the amount of spot advertising does not exceed 15%.
2 The amount of spot advertising within a given one-hour period shall not exceed
20%.
3 Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 1, forms of advertisements
such as direct offers to the public for the sale. purchase or re.ntal of produ cts or for the
provision of services shall not exceed one hour per day.

Article 19

Member States may lay down stricter rules than those in Article 18 for
programming time and the procedures for television broadcasting for television
broadcasters under their jurisdiction, so as to reconcile demand for televised
advertising with the public interest, taking account in particular of:
(a) the role of television In providing information, education, culture and
entertainment;
(b) the protection of pluralism of information and of the media.
Article 20

Without prejudice to Article 3, Member States may, with due regard for
Community law. lay down conditions other than those laid down in Article 11(2) to (5)
and in Article 18 in respect of broadcasts intended solely for the national territory
which may not be received, directly or indirectly. in one or more other Member States.
Article 21

Member States shall, within the framework of their laws, ensure that in the case
of television broadcasts that do not comply with the provisions of this chapter.
appropriate measures are applied to secure compliance with these provisions.

CHAPTERV
Protection of minors

Article 22

Member States shall take appropriate measures to ensure that television
broadcasts by broadcasters under their jurisdiction do not include programmes which
might seriously impair the physical. mental or moral development of minors. in
particular those that involve pornography or gratuitous violence. This provision shall
extend to other programmes which are likely to Impair the physical. mental or moral
development of minors. except where it ls ensured. by selecting the time of the
broadcast or by any technical measure, that minors in the area of transmission will not
normally hear or see such broadcasts.
Member States shall also ensure that broadcasts do not contain any incitement to
hatred on grounds of race. sex, religion or nationality.

CHAPTER VI
Right of reply
Article 23

1 Without prejudice to other provisions adopted by the Member States under
civil, administrative or criminal law, any natural or legal person, regardless of
nationality. whose legitimate interests, in particular reputation and good name. have
been damaged by an assertion of incorrect facts in a television programme must have a
right of reply or equivalent remedies.
2 A right of reply or equivalent remedies shall exist in relation to all broadcasters
under the jurisdiction of a Member State.
3 Member States shall adopt the measures needed to establish the right of reply
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or the equivalent remedies and shall determine the procedure to be followed for the
exercise thereof. In particular. they shall ensure lliat a sufficient time span is allowed
and that the procedures are such that the right or equivalent remedies can be
exercised appropriately by natural or legal persons resident or established in other
Member States.
4 An application for exercise of llie right of reply or llie equivalent remedies may
be rejected if such a reply is not justified according to llie conditions laid down in
paragraph 1. would involve a punishable act. would render llie broadcaster liable to
civil law proceedings or would transgress standards of public decency.
5 Provision shall be made for procedures whereby disputes as to the exercise of
the right of reply or the equivalent remedies can be subject to judicial review.

CHAPTER VII
Final provisions
Article 24

In fields which this Directive does not coordinate. It shall not affect the rights and
obligations of Member States resulting from existing conventions dealing with
telecommunications or broadcasting.

Article 25

1 Member States shall bring into force llie laws. regulations and administrative
provisions necessary to comply wJlli this Directive not later llian 3 October 1991. They
shall forthwith inform the Commission lliereof.
2 Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main
provisions of national law which they adopt in the fields governed by this Directive.
Article 26

Not later than the end of the fifth year after the date of adoption of this Directive
and every two years thereafter. the Commission shall submit to the EUiopean
Parliament. the Council. and the Economic and Social Committee a report on the
application of this Directive and. If necessary. make further proposals to adapt it to
developments in the field of television broadcasting.
Article 27

This DirectiVe is addressed to the Member Slates.
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Television in an uneasy place
between culture and industry
Vibeke Petersen
Before the EC Directive on 'Television without Frontiers' was adopted on 3
October 1989, a great deal of statistics and forecasts about the sony state of the
European television industry had pointed to the necessity for action. There was - and
Is - the fear that foreign. mainly American. programmes would Increasingly dominate
European screens. resulting in a loss of European culture and the demise of our audiovisual industry. To mention a few of the factors behind this gloomy view:
• American fiction films have over 40 per cent of the European market share.
• American-controlled companies have 60 per cent of the film distribution market In
Europe.
• In 1988 Europe bought $700 million worth of television programmes, mainly
fiction. from the US. and the number Is expected to rtse.
• About 90 per cent of audio-visual products made In Europe never leave their
country of ortgln.
• European television channels will require 16.000 hours of prime time fiction over
the next five years. but are capable of producing only 2,500 hours (Wasko.
1990:2).
The list could go on. The single most important reason cited for the unfortunate
state of affairs Is the divided market which because of Its borders Is unable to meet the
demands of a rapidly expanding television market. Hence the priority given to opening
up the borders by way of the Television Directive. In this way the Directive falls Within
the overall effort of the EC to create a single market for the benefit of Europeans.
It Is clear. however. that a stJicUy industrial policy will not do alone. Television
programming has cultural as well as economic value and is as such seen as an
Important contributor to a common European consciousness. The 'cultural'
Community is referred to In much more cautious terms than the economic
Community. often given only passing attention as a by-product of the single market.
One reason for this Is, of course. that culture does not fall within the sphere of the
Rome Treaty and therefore cannot be tackled directly. Another is that some member
states. particularly the smaller ones. are afraid of losing their identity in the European
melting pot and therefore become protective of their cultural indiVIduality.

It should be noted here that a homogeneous European culture Is the declared
goal of no-one. On the contrary. the heterogeneity of European culture is perceived as
Its biggest asset. to be preserved if not at all cost. then at some.
Industry or culture

The Directive on Television without Frontiers reflects the ambiguity of the
industrial/cultural distinction. particularly concerning the issue of programming
quotas. By requesting broadcasters to reserve half their transmission time (of fiction
primarily) for European works the Directive clearly does more than remove barrters to
cross-border television through regulation of programming content. This has caused
problems on several fronts. Including the EC's own policies In related areas.
The most sensational protest came from the USA whose trade representative
Carla Hills went on a tour of the European capitals trying to dissuade governments
from adopting the Directive's quota clause. Inspired by the American film Industry. US
authorities claim that protectionist measures like quotas will create a 'fortress Europe',
and they have pointed out that this could be an Impediment to the current negotiations
under GATI on trade In services. In these negotiations the EC maintains that whereas
they are all for a Uberalizauon of the transmission signals, the content of signals shall
remain subject to the rules recogniZing the specific cultural role of television - I.e. the
quotas stay. So. If the Directive Itself is short on references to cultural poUcy. the
strategy in the trade negotiations reveals the Commission's awareness of issues other
than Industrial ones In broadcasting.
The Directive was adopted against the votes of Belgium and Denmark. The
Belgians felt they had not been allowed sufficient rtght to protect their own cultural
goals, and Denmark objected on the grounds that the Rome Treaty does not
encompass cultural policy such as broadcasting regulation. The Danish attitude can be
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said to reflect the considerable hesitancy towards lhe Common Market among Danes
ever since Denmark joined the EC In 1973. The removal of the Iron Curtain has.
however, had a major Impact on Lhis hesitancy. as has the 'rapprochement' to the EC
of Denmark's close neighbours. Norway and Sweden. Lately. the government has
suggested that the Rome Treaty be amended to include culture. and It seems to have
broad political backing in Denmark for such a step.
Also in the Federal Republic of Germany the Directive met with resistance.
Because cultural poUcy, including broadcasting regulation. Is the prerogative of the
Lander, the federal government's right to accept the quota clause was disputed by Lhe
Uinder governments who have presented the case to the Constitutional Court In
Karlsruhe. It was in consequence of the Lander opposition that the formu lation of
Article 4 (the quota clause) became 'soft' r... where practicable and by appropriate
means ...) and that a declaration was Issued In connection with the adoption of the
Directive to the effect that this particular article was a political goal rather than
judicially binding. The Commission has later interpreted the declaration In a slightly
different way. saying that the quota clause is as binding as the rest of the Directive,
but that tt Is hard to see how the European Court could make a clear decision on a
quota Issue, given the formulation of Article 4 (Official Journal, C 97/22, 17.4.90).

Competition policy
It is part of the overall Community policy in the audio-visual area (EC (1990)) to
encourage competition. This involves among other things promotion of Independent
production and of new second-run channels that can contribute to the creation of a
secondary market for audio-visual products. The Commission Is thinking here
particularly of cable and satellite channels. The secondary market is seen as one of the
strong advantages the US Industry has over the European because of its potential as
an additional source of Income.
The reality of the television market In Europe shows that such new channels
require substantial capitaL lt may therefore be necessary for their development to let
them operate without the content restrictions of the Directive. according to the policy
plan. Given that several of the 'primary market' channels that have emerged within the
past few years have financial difficulties. It may prove difficult to enforce strlct quota
rules on some channels, while others are exempted. Even without a protected new tier
of 'secondary market' channels. quotas are causing administrative headaches, for
instance in France where some of the new channels have been Hned for breaking the
domestic quota rules.
The goal of strengthening competition in the audio-visual area involves providing
better conditions for Independent producers in Europe. The Directive's quota clause
contains rules to this end - that 10 per cent of either transmission time or
programming budget (again for fiction primarily) be reserved for Independent
productions. In addition, lhe Commission's policy is to tackle the disadvantage faced
by independent producers vis-a-vis lhe powerful television broadcasters who dominate
distribution and thus make the rules. In most cases these broadcasters own the
copyright to the programmes they air. with lhe effect of depriving the Independent
producers of the rtght to further exploitation and keeping the market under-supplied.
Seen from a cultural policy point of view. the wish to promote competition in
production is arguably a two-sided Issue. The independent production sector consists
mainly of small and medium sl7.ed companies Lhal have a long way to go before being
able to offer a stable, high quality supply of programmes with mass appeal. If the
traditional big broadcasting organisations. i.e. Europe's public service institutions. are
to have their existing economic conditions curtailed In the process of enhancing those
of the independent producers. the loser may well be the viewer. This Is not to say that
independent producers cannot make good programmes. merely to point out that big
productions require big money and ample production facilities - such as those
commanded by the programme producers In lhe US.
This argument should nol be taken too far, of course. No-one denies that the
European audio-visual Industry has a structural problem and that European culture
will suffer. If nothing Is done. It is the plan of lhe Commission to follow up the
Television Directive up With rules on copyright and measures to help the Independent
producers, as mentioned. In addition, Initiatives are taken to avoid concentration of
ownership of the media Industry. to strengthen the European cooperation In developing
HDTV. and to move the Media 92 programme from Its pilot phase Into full-scale
operation with a substantial increase In funding.

Media and Eureka
The Media 92 programme was launched by Lhe Commission in 1987. It is made
up of several different projects. all of which concentrate on pre- and post-production
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efforts such as training. research and development. scrtpt-wrtting, distribution of
clnem~ fllms and video cassettes. mult!Unguallsm. and cartoon production. Besides
continuing these efforts the future Media programme will seek co-operation with
Central and Eastern European countries, and there are plans for an increased
attention to regions with a low audio-Visual production.
The Media programme was set up primarily with small- and medium-sized
producers as the target group. In recognition of the fact that the European industry
must have the benefits of economies of scale 1n order to be able to compete with
American production. the EC Commission has - In conjunction with the French
President Mitterand - launched the Audio-Visual Eureka project. This happened at the
Rhodes-meeting of the European .Councllin December 1988. and it was followed up in
the beginning of October 1989 with a large-scale conference in Parts, 'les Assises de
l'audiovisuel'.
The Audio-Visual Eureka has borrowed part of its name from the European
technological cooperation and. like it. It alms to mobilize Industry. professionals, and
governments in an effort to create a competitive production for the big European
market. The market. as well as the Eureka scheme itself. Includes non-EC Europe. A
joint declaration by ministers from 26 countrtes participating in 'les Asslses' lists
measures to be taken within the Eureka framework. among them the setting up of a
secretariat (now In place in Brussels). the establishment of a Coord1nators Committee
with representatives from governments In the role of a board of governors. and the
creation of an Observatory which can function as a databank for the industry.
The Eureka plan operates under three main headings: the rules of the game. the
programme Industries. and new technologies (primarily HD1V). This 'tryptych'. as it
has been baptized by the EC Commission. is also the backbone of the Commission's
design for future Initiatives In the audio-Visual area. and It Is clear that Eureka has
played a major role as inspiration. The interplay between existing and proposed
directives (on. e.g .. copyright and satellite-TV). Media, and Eureka projects of cooperation in production and distribution Is supposed to create a synergy to boost the
audio-Visual arena all around.
In the meantime

The synergetic effects cannot be expected to manifest themselves quickly and all
at once. even if everything is carried out according to schedule. In the meantime, some
of the possible short-term consequences of the Television Directive and the proposed
follow-ups may be less attractive. One such consequence concerns independent
production and Its potential role as provider of material for the increased programmrng
hours. In a recent survey of broadcasting in the UK (Financial Times. 16 October 1990)
It is predicted that the bonanza for Independent producers. s upposed to follow the
Broadcasting Act's clause of 25 per cent Independent production on BBC and the
lTV /Channel 3 companies, may never happen. Part of the reason given is the
broadcasters' insistence that they keep the rtght to the programmes they buy (as
mentioned above. the EC wants to change the rules here). Another point is that a great
deal of upheaval can be expected in the independent sector - new companies are being
created. but many are too small or inexperienced to complete and mergers and takeovers will redu ce their number and Increase their size. In 1989 Channel 4
commissioned programmes from 526 companies. but only 28 of them made
productions worth more than stg£1 mllllon.
Contrary to commonly held beliefs. independent productions do not seem to
reduce costs of programme making. Consultants Ernst & Young have found that
overall production costs in the Independent sector are 15 per cent higher than in the
BBC. mainly because of high wages. As a result of the 25 per cent independent
programming requirement the BBC will close down one quarter of its studio facilities
and reduce staff by several thousand (Ibid). In a similar vein a director of Thames
Television has said that the 25 per cent quota will cost the lTV companies stg£100
million (Screen Finance. 18 October 1990: 19).
To this picture should be added. that American producers are likely to step up
their efforts on the European market when faced with the Directive's quotas. Besides
still having scope for expansion from the current 40 per cent of American fiction
programmes on European screens to the permitted 50 per cent they will be able to coproduce with European companies to a greater extent than they do today. In many
cases such co -operation is likely to Involve the major established European
broadcasters rather than the smaller and newer independent producers. Also on the
distribution side of the business the Americans will remain a formidable competitor.
The chairman of the American Film Marketing Association claims that the US majors
are driving European independents out of business through monopolistic behaviour.
and he warns that this will be at lhe cost of their own prosperity 1n Europe (Screen
Finance. 4 October 1990).
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The creation of an open market for audio-visual products Is supposed to be
beneficial not only to the large producer countries. but also to the smaller ones. It is.
however. the experience of most small counlries that their cultural goods have a more
than hard time surviving In market place conditions. EC competition rules which form
a strong ideological backdrop for all policies. including the audio-visual one. are not in
favour of discriminatory national regulations and subsidies. And although the Directive
as well as the Media programme talks about the need to give special consideration to
'the specific situation of countries with a low audio-visual production capacity or
restricted language area', there do not seem to be plans for suspending the rules of the
market place.
Small countries have a problem financing film and television productions. Income
from licence fees Is limited, and so Is the advertising market. They are therefore
susceptible to competition from neighbouring or other foreign channels taking away
not only viewers, but also potential advertising earnings. National broadcasting policy
that deviates from the mainstream of the larger nations' becomes difficult to sustain.
This development Is due to the spread of cable and the Increase In satellite channels
and not the Television Directive, of course. But the removal of frontiers and the
establishment of a 'level playing field' Is not likely to make it easier for small countries
to maintain Independent policies.
Concluding remarks

There has been no dearth of lobbying by the cu ltural establishments in
connection with the preparation of the Television Directive. Up unUl the very last
moment the French film industry put pressure on the government to Insist on a 60 per
cent quota of European programmes (Instead of the 50 per cent agreed upon by the
other member states). It was only after - the day after. In fact, - the successful
conclusion of the Audio-Visual Eureka conference that France bowed to the majority
and voted yes to the Directive. As mentioned. the German Lander fought hard. and are
still fighting, for a watered down quota clause. because they are not prepared to
relinquish their cultur al Independence to the federal government In Bonn. The
Directive's Chapter III on the promotion of distribution and production of television
programmes (the quota clauses) does not apply to local television broadcasts 'not
forming part of a national network'. It Is commonly known as the 'Berlusconi article'
because its main aim was to exclude the Italian private television stations until they
were given the right to form national networks - which has now happened with the
recent adoption of a new broadcasting law in Italy. Also the Spanish regional channels
are 'protected' by this exemption. whereas. e.g.. 11V in the UK, FR3 in Prance and ARD
In Germany are not. since they do fonn national networks (EBU Reuiew. 1990).
Working from the outside we find the American film producers who. In support of
their economic interests. have accused Europeans of cu ltural guardianship of the
worst kind and tried to convince EC member states that the viewers. not th eir
governments, should decide what (telev1slon) culture is.
In most cases. objections to the content of the Directive are predominanlly
motivated by economic and political considerations. hidden or overt. and perhaps less
by a disinterested concern for the cultures of Europe. They are nonetheless, bringing
the creation of audio-visual products into focus in the European pollcy debate. and
they have contributed in no small measure to the diversity of the EC plans for future
action.
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Television without frontiers: the
economic dimension

by Mario Hirsch

With the establishment of a single market in broadcasting for audiences
throughout the EC. which Is the main aim of the EC Television Directive of 1989.
conditions are supposed to be created for the full development of broadcasting
activities. Supporters of this initiative. which Is in line with the general internal market
philosophy. believe that an enlarged market In broadcasting will bring economies of
scale and improve the International trading position of member states In both the
software and the hardware aspects of broadcasting.
It should be recalled that the new emphasis on the economic dimensions of
broadcasting took some time to come about and that unW recently broadcasting
activities were perceived as being a matter of culture. national identity. education and
information. The EC Directive took stock of these changes In perspective and It Is Ukely
to enhance a business-oriented approach.

The advent of new delivery technologies such as cable and satellite, which gained
speed in the second half of the eighties. put under strain the comfortable position of
broadcasting monopolies in most if not all member states. The reliance on these
technologies gave also a new international dimension to broadcasting, enabling the
setting-up of new cross-border services.
The growing commercialization and internationalization of broadcasting induced
governments to loosen the monopolistic outlook of their broadcasting policies.
Deregulation became the name of the game and it led to the emergence of a dual sector
charactertzed by the application of market crtterta to broadcasting. which became an
'industry' dealing with 'customers' and offering 'products'. The new vista inevitably
brought corporate actors and entrepreneurial figures to the fore and led to an
Increased involvement of banks and financiers in broadcasting.
These new actors were encouraged by prospects of frequencies being put out to
tender and of a relaxation of controls on advertising and programming. These
lncenllves proved to be decisive for those eager to exploit the huge and largely
untapped European markel According to 1989 esllrnates by Saatchl and Saatchl $420
billion in advertising revenue could be available from broadcasting activities In Europe
- up from $3 billion in 1980 and $9 billion in 1990.
Long before policy activities took shape at Community level. the European Court
of Justice had already paved the way in the early eighties by developing case law on
transborder broadcasting according to which broadcasts were to be considered as
'services' falling under the free-movement provisions of the EEC Treaty.
These developments induced the need for a common framework for transborder
broadcasting of which the 1989 EC Directive is the most prominent example.
Most European governments responded to the changing broadcasting
enVironment by loosening their grip on the sector and by accepting the idea of two
sectors in broadcasting. Public service broadcasting had to live with new challenges
ineVitable in a deregulated climate.
In most countries public broadcasters came to realize that their future would
depend on the public's readiness to pay for this service in an environment marked by
the abundance of new advertising-driven channels. Entrepreneurtal thinking is now
permeating most public service broadcasters. sometimes conflicting With their high
programming ideals . There is an ongoing debate on the proper financing of
broadcasting. the alternatives being a licence fee. advertiser supported services or more
recenUy pay-1V.
This debate is heightened by the pressure caused by the competition for
audiences between channels. This competition causes pubUc broadcasters to move
away from their programming principles and ideals towards entertainment-led mass
audience building. relying on imported material. economizing on production costs or
increasing the proportion of repeated material. The 'crisis of public service
broadcasting' is especially dramatic in France.
Another issue which is still not sorted out has to do with the proper strategy for
operating broadcasting systems. Established public service broadcasters used to be
integrated organizations. They produced most of their programmes. compiled these into
channels and distributed them. New broadcasters tend to rely on a different approach
by assembling schedules from matertal bought outside of the organization. Because of
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the growing programming needs. the dividing line between these two approaches tends
to get blurred and the reliance on programming from outside sources Is rapidly
increasing. Increasingly broadcasters. both public and commercial, come to realize that
they cannot hope to produce enough material at the price at which they can obtain
material of US origin. Thus. it makes economic sense to import material and given its
popularity to show it at peak Urnes.
Trade in programmes has become one of the dominant Issues in Europe, be It
only for the fact that the channel multiplication has led to a huge increase In the
capacity to deliver without adding to the capacity to produce programmes. This Is the
point where the United States comes Into the picture. This situation has produced
nightmares in some European countries. despite the fact that the United States has
always been around as a programme supplier.
The US is the largest market for television programmes and the cou ntry
responsible for very large volumes of output of material over long periods of time. The
US market is so large and mature that first copy costs can be mostly recovered on
domestic distribution. which Is of course a decisive advantage and a competitive edge
hard to beat when It comes to exports.
There are marked differences between the US and the European television
industries, which account for many of the problems Europe encounters while trying to
strengthen its broadcasting industry. The US television industry. catering to some 88
million households, earned over $38 billion In 1988. Export revenues from the rest of
the world, primarily Europe ($844 million) amounted in 1988 to $1.4 billion. The EC
television industry on the other hand. although se!Ying some 112 million households,
was worth only $17.4 billion approximately In 1988. Television exports accounted for
only one per cent of total revenues of $235 million. These figures only partially take
into consideration the situation in the cinema Industry which looks even less
favourable for Europe. Companies of American origin control. on average. 50 per cent
of film distribution in Europe.
Because there Is already a conspicuous mismatch between supply and demand In
Europe, which is likely to widen with the multiplication of channels. policy makers
came up with several answers. One of these is the introduction of programme quotas in
order to limit the Import of film and television programmes from outside the EC.
Although the compromise wording reached in the 1989 Directive Is rather vague and
not legally binding (a 'majority proportion' of transmission time should be reserved to
European works 'where practicable and by appropriate means'). it led to severe US
criUclsm as well as criticism from European 1V executives who argued that they must
have a free flow of programming from the US in order to make their channels attractive
and profitable.
The US share of European 1V programme markets is currently estimated at below
30 per cent, which means that despite the guideline of a 'majority proportion' of
European works. there obviously is abundant room for a considerable increase in US
sales to Europe. This alone s hould Indicate that most of the American criticism has no
real substance and that from an American point of view there is no real reason to be
concerned about a worsening of the terms of trade because of alleged European
protectionism.
The whole quota or local content Issue should rather be seen as a method of
protecting domestic Industries in a manner that Is akln to lhe 'infant Industry ·
concept. The 'infant industry' concept is Indeed relevant because of the fragmented
nature of television broadcasting In Europe. which means. unless it is overcome. that
European broadcasters are unable to engage in a continuous flow of high budget
productions as long as they cannot recoup costs at home or in an extended European
market.
The problem of the shortage of European programmes to fill the abundance of
channels Is quite fundamental and many people from the Industry have a marked
preference for joint efforts within Europe and with US companies In lhe production and
programming field Instead of trying to set up barriers that are llkely to make the
situation worse.
Ills still very much open to question whether European countries. in spite of the
Directive and EC supportive measures such as MEDIA '92. will ever be able to meet the
'majority' requirement of Article 4 of the Directive.
The EC Commission Is aware of Lhe problem and determined to take action in
order to strengthen the programme Industry. the more so now that it has come to
realize that by itself the Directive Is unlikely to spur an increase In European
productions. There are several obvious reasons for this: non English-language
programmes do not compete well in foreign markets which denies them the economies
of scale needed to produce big budget quality programmes: national regulations and
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particularly quotas have a marked tendency to serve only to increase artificially the
volume of programme hours produced and the number of repeats shown.
In a communication to the Council on proposals for an Action Programme (19
April 1990) the EC Commission has ouWned the main shortcomings of the European
situation:
• The circuits for the distribution of audio-visual works on a European scale are
inadequate. Evidence for this Is the fact that nearly 90 per cent of European
products never go beyond the frontiers of their country of origin. Consequently.
better circulation of such products throughout the Community would help to
meet the shortfalls in the su_Pply of audio-visual products;
• This implies. of course, that European products can compete with US Imports as
far as their attractiveness and thelr price Is concerned: this ls far from evident
since European production capacities are fragile, limited as they tend to be by the
excessively narrow structure of the national industries;
• One of the reasons for the inadequate profitability level of European products bas
to do with the absence of a significant 'secondary market' for television products
in Europe. One of the strengths of the US industry has to do precisely with the
existence of several secondary markets through which programmes can cascade.
The programme proposed by the Commission sets out to Improve the envlronment
of audio-visual businesses without dlrecUy intervening in production. The measures
envisaged are located up and downstream of audio-visual production along the whole
length of the Industrial chain. They deal with such diverse matters as training. preproduction, multilingualism, the use of new technologies. distribution mechanisms.
commercial promollon, the creation of a 'second market', the strengthening of the
financial framework etc.
The aim is to departl tlon the nallonal industries by promoting cross-frontier
cooperation networks. Despite these meritorious efforts at Community level, doubt is
still being voiced by Industry analysts about the reality of the extended European
market. They argue that for all the controver sy and debate over the minimum
guidelines, n early a ll b ut those concerning advertising are 'woolly' and open to
Interpretation by Individual regulatory authorities. Others, su ch as the Association of
Commercia l Television In Europe (ACT), are concerned with the whole wis dom of
regulating a field which is currently undergoing fundamental transformations. This
may. they fear. set restrictions for the future.
It nevertheless remains true that the Dlrective for one has contributed to a greater
predictability and reliability of the regulatory envlronment new entrants in the field
have to face. Hence the Directive will prove to be of great use to channels which are
constrained by restrictive national broadcasting rulel'l (e.g. the Netherlands). s ince it
establishes once and for all the basic principles that channels which are authoriZed by
the cou ntry of origin and which comply with its minimum standards cannot be blocked
for either ownership. content. or commercial reasons.
There are however some tricky questions which are not dealt with by Community
measures at this stage. The problems of cross-media ownership or multiple ownership
rules remain unsolved a t Community level. In view of the fact that large and frequently
multimedia concerns with extensive market s hares have gained ascendancy in Europe.
regulation of these Issues would have to pursue three conflicting objectives: viability of
the broadcasllng system. loca llsm and diversity. Experience from outside Europe
indicates however that the achievement of these goals is problematic where commercial
television has come to dominate the broadcasting en vironment to the detriment of the
public service concept.
The question of copyright is the other main unresolved issue Ukely to impede the
freedom of broadcasters. Diverging national copyright laws could be used as a means
of discriminating against broadcasters. The Commission has indicated recently (Fall
1990) that il is going to propose shortly consistent and relevant solutions to the
problems which arise In relation to copyright protection because of differences between
national regulations. the effects of international conventions and the complexity of
recent technological developments.
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The Audience Strikes Back?
James Lull has been, for a number of years now, a phantom presence in the work of a
number of European researchers. appearing regularly in the footnotes of those writers
committed to an ethnographic approach to the study of television and popular culture. As David
Morley explains In the Preface to this collection of essays. covering a decade of Lull's
ethnographic research. his work has. unW now. been available only in a number of North
American journals not easily accessible to European researchers in general. The publication of
his work on this side of the Atlantic is. therefore. an event to be noted and welcomed.
Lull's research findings and methodological formul ation may also prove to be both
significant and controversial. I suspect though. that this might stem less from what he himself
has to offer (interesting and informative as that Is) but more from the way in which his work
inserts itseU into wider intellectual discourse. In a sense, this publication fills in a gap in the prehistory of a major trend in current European research, more familiar to us in the work of David
Morley himself. len Ang. Janice Radway and. more controversially. John Fiske.
In the first essay in the book. written especially for this volume. Lull writes I am committed to rigorous empiricism (consistent wllh the
methodological ideals of science). but I have been impressed by the
theoretical visions of several cultural studies writers and belleve that
much of this work is on the cutting edge of communJcaUon research.

He acknowledges as major influences. the writers associated with the Birmingham
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) and In particular. the theoretical
formulations of Stuart Hall. The maJor sign1flcance of LuLl's work. therefore, lies in his
declared intention of bringing together the hitherto quite hostile discourses of American
emplrtcism and European Marxist theory. The interest of these essays Is in seeing how Lull
attempts to devise empirical methodologies and theoretical fom1ulaUons to effect such a
seemingly impossible reconciliation.
Lull emerges here as a committed humanisl He provides us with a personal account
of his disenchantment with 'classical' American communications research, with Its
emphasis on hypothetlco-deducUve logic, quantitative data-flows, scientific models and a
mountain of dehumanized statistics. He has always been more interested In locating the
human voice at the centre of the communications process and this has led to embrace the
largely marginalized methodologies of ethnography. In this personal odyssey in search of
the personal he hailed as kindred spirits those writers associated with the CCCS who have
similarly broken with 'classical' Marxism and its 'de-humanized' master-narrative of
economic determlnacy. Thls debate within Marxism. and especially the CCCS appropriation
of Grarnscl and Althusser. seemed to legitimize Lull's own ethnographic inclinations and
provide theoretical Justification for validating the personal experiences of an audience
perceived as relatively autonomous from the ideological operations of the text as well as
from politico-economic detenninaUon.

The most Interesting essays in this collection are therefore. those whJch address the
question of empiricist methodology. (Lull hlmself has little lo say in relation to cultural
theoxy or about the operation of television texts. The real task of reconciliation. it seems to
me. has been conducted by those writers in cultural studies who have in tum appropriated
Lull for their own project.}
Indeed the essays collected here constitute an exemplary primer for all budding
ethnographers. His major contribution to the field was to pioneer research into family
viewing and he lays out very clearly and at some length how. and to what purpose this can
be achieved.
Ethnography. he argues. Is organi7-ed around participant observation. the use of
tnfonnants and 1n-depth interviewing. The object is to understand 'the everyday world of
social groups. their pattern of interpersonal communication and their uses of the mass
media'. In relation to television viewing. Lull. quite correctly. has identified that the vast
majority of viewing is conducted within the family (and those social configurations which
pass for the famJly in contemporary society).
The method. when applied to television's primary audience, requires that the
researcher enter the natural domain of his (sic) subjecls - the farn.Uy home. The willingness
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and abilities of the researcher are strongly tested by the prospect of thls intrusion into s uch
a small and private social unit
Lull offers advice on how this intrusion can be managed and makes suggestions on
how families can be located in the first place (through Church groups, girls and boys clubs,
Parent Teacher Associations. etc.). The result of all this Is to demonstrate that family
viewing is an active process and that television functions in a more complex way in the
dynamics of the family than expressions like 'goggle-box', 'couch potato' or 'plug-in-drug'
might indicate. lndeed Lull offers an impressively complex typology of famlly types and both
the uses to which families put television and the klnds of pleasure they dertve from it
Now this is all very well. but a nod In the direction of Blrrningham is not going to make
the obvious objections to this kind of empirtcist research go away. For example, no matter
how interesting and informative his typology of pleasures might be, what in the end does it
tell us that is new? That audiences watch television actively? The fact that audiences eat.
drtnk. have sex. do their home-work or office-work. cook. wash. mend. and Iron while
watching television has been lrnown by television schedulers and market researchers for

years.
Furthermore. what motivates some families, and not others, to allow this kind of
research intrusion? Perhaps precisely the kind of family which is likely to conform to the
researcher"s expectations? In other words. doesn't the researcher run the rtsk of 'creating'
an ideal audience and an Ideal audience response? Doesn't this intrusion . inevitably and
always. change the viewing situation. no matter how skilled. diplomatic or self-effacing the
researcher might be? How. therefore. can the researcher 'believe' informants? How.
therefore. can we 'believe' the researcher?
Most questions wUl inevitably arlse in relation to Lull's appropriation of Ideology theory
and theories of textual operation. In what Is, perhaps. the key essay in this collection, Lull
proposes what he calls 'a rules perspective' for television research . An Important potential
contribution of this rules approach. he argues. is that 'it weaves together Issues of media
criticism with empirical accounts of the relationship between audience members and
sources of television programming ... Importantly. the rules perspective promotes analysis
of audience members as active agents in the creation of reality (my emphasis}.
It Is this crucial formulation. of course. which lies at the centre of much contemporary
work (in Fiske, for example, il is dubbed 'semiotic democracyl It leaves unanswered the
objection that, as the CCS work has shown, television texts are not 'open' but at the very
least offer to audiences a preferred meaning. It does not allow for the fact. central to all
forms of Mandsm, that audiences are already socialized in s u ch a way that they have only
limited and sanctioned access to discourses which allow for resisting preferred meanings.

The ultimate danger. of course. is a political one. If audiences are active agents (if the
semiotic democracy exists) what is the point of mobilizing for social change. or for a
dJITerent kind of television? There is no sense in Lull's work. for example, that different
kinds of television might offer different (and one would hope 'better1 pleas ures. Is n't Lull's
kind of formulation very close to 'the sovereignty of the consumer' which is at the centre of
neo-liberal dismantling of public service broadcasting?
Finally. if as Lull maintains. audiences are active agents In the creation of reality. why
does this not manifest Itself more directly In wider political and economic discourse? And if
I have missed something. why is it that the reality thus created is so conducive to the
maintenance of the status quo - to existing economic power relations?

To answer these questions. I fear U1e s killed researcher will be forced to leave behind
the personal voice of the audience and to re-engage questions of ideology. As Stuart Hall
has argued ... to think about or to analyse the complexity of the real ...
necessitates the use of the power of abstraction and analysis. the
formation of concepts with which to cut into the complexity of the real. in
order precisely to reveal and bring to light relationships and structures
which cannot be visible to the naive naked eye (Hall. 1980).
It would be churlish. of course. to accuse Lull of n aivety - his own work adds a
dimension to television studies which has been extremely Influential. But I suspect that this
work will now become a primary site for contentious debate and his humanist formulations
will be used in evidence against him.

Reference
Hall. Stuart ( 1980) 'Cultural Studies: two paradlgms·. Media, Culture and Society, 2 (1).
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Brian O'Neill

Teachers and Teleuision documents a fairly unique phenomenon: crttlcal research
sponsored by a broadcasting Institution and carrted out by Influential members of the
audience. It is an account of the IBA's Educational Fellowship Scheme which over a
pertod of seventeen years provided practising teachers with a unique opportunity to
study the form and content of educational broadcasting. British educational television
is admired throughout the world and is accepted as an essential component of the
public service remit. Research about the purpose and uses of television in the
classroom has however been fairly scant and up to 1984. when regrettably It finished.
the Fellowship Scheme was one of the few programmes of published research on the
educative role of broadcasting. From the hostile attitudes that greeted its introduction
in the 1950's to loday's reliance and Indeed celebration of television's liberating
influence, Teachers and Teleuision is an historical record full of insight into the parallel
development of education and broadcasting.

The idea for the scheme came from the IBA's Educational Advisory Council which
initially considered financing Schoolmaster Fellowships for one university term for 'the
training of teachers in the classroom use of television'. The scheme was later extended
to a full year's scholarship and enabled teachers. broadcasters. researchers and others
to undertake and publish research on a wide range of Issues relating to broadcasting
for the educational sector. In the early years. the main beneficiaries of the Fellowship
Scheme were probably the participants themselves and it was the hope of the IBA that
they would act as ambassadors for educational TV among their less enthusiastic
colleagues. Curiously. educational1V began In Britain not on BBC but on Associated
RediiTus!on, a forerunner to Thames 1V, in 1957. Schools broadcasting had been hotly
debated for some time, particularly once It was known that the commercial network
would be there first and with the blessings of the educational establishment. if not
quite the teachers in the classroom. By the beginning of the 1960's television was in
many of the nation's classrooms and. as Josephine Langham points out. came to be
accepted as an inevitable but also useful part of modern life. Many teachers were
concerned about the cultural values portrayed on television. particularly the
commercial network whose introduction they had opposed. and they were slow to
accept the new technology. However. as educational philosophy changed to being childcentred and as teachers accepted the need for more training. so schools broadcasting
came to be an Integral part of the curriculum both primary and secondary. Indeed. it
was the introduction of schools 1V for primary level that proved a breakthrough given
the ease with which It was integrated Into the system and the enthusiasm with which It
was received.
It is against this background that Josephine Langham reconstructs the seventeen
years of research that comprised the Fellowship Scheme. It was clear that research
into the use of educational TV could be of enormous interest and benefit to the
programme producers as well as the teachers. Over the course of the scheme many of
the key issues of the day were taken up ranging from television in the primary school.
media studies, science teaching on television. pre-school programming and indeed
wider areas of adult education and community and social action broadcasting.
Inevitably the quality of the research did vary: teachers are neither broadcasters
nor professional researchers. But they are the users of educational programmes and
the Fellowship Scheme provided a mechanism for a considered and sertous response to
the efforts of broadcasters. The support of the IBA in this was crucial. From the outset
they were prepared to take research findings seriously and ensured that the
fe llowships were hosted in universities with a proven Interest in educational
broadcasting. The author points out many examples of how research had practical
applications in audience research and the development of not only new programmes
but support services and strategies for using television more effectively.
A significant part of the Fellowship work has been published and has by now
entered the mainsteam of educational literature. A case In point is the work of Len
Masterman who as a result of research under the Fellowship scheme in 1976 wrote the
seminal Teaching about Teleuision, a landmark in the development of television studies
in schools. Masterman's book provided the key to the popularization of media studies
as a subject by combining a solidly practical approach with a challenging theoretical
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foundation for media education.
Other Fellowship work has also been avallable through s u ch journals as
Independent Broadcasting and the Journal of Educational Television. In a useful

appendix to this book, the author provides a summary of those reports produced up to
1970 which were necessarily more limited in scope and have not been previously
available.
While much of Teachers and Television is retrospective in its analysis. it is also a
timely intervention In the current debates on reforming British broadcasting
legislation. A commlttment to education is part of the so-called quality threshold that
television companies will have to pass in thelr bid for regional franchises. However, the
re-regulation of broadcasting whether on the basis of fmancial viability or some notion
of a 'consumer-driven' market as the jargon has it, is a much less secure foundation
for the development of the use of television In the classroom. It certainly would not
have been sufficient for the type of enlightened co-operallon of which Josephine
Langham's book Is an admirable record.

Patsy Murphy, lecturer In
communications, Dublin
Institute of Technology.

Mary E. Brown Television and women's culture: the
politics of the popular
London: Sage, 1990. 272pp st.g£25, stg£8.95 (pbk).
ISBN 08039 8229 1

ISBN 08039 8228 3 (pbk)

Patsy Murphy

Television and Women's Culture contains a selection of essays that examine
television popular culture programmes through a feminist perspective. The argument
put forward by Ms Brown and adhered to by the contributors is briefly that 1V
programmes. which are often dismissed as mere dross. play an important role In
women's lives In that women use such programmes as means of 'negotiating their own
meanings and their own aesthetic appreciation·. Thus for example. quiz shows are
looked at in one essay. not as a mere manifestation of greed allied to competition but a
forum for women to use those underrated skills that they have acquired in their
domestic lives. To wit shopping and indeed the book makes some interesting
observations about the social role of the department store and the shopping mall in
women's lives.

The problem with such a collection is that some of the arguments are perforce
more persuasive than others. I would draw the readers attention particularly to
'Cagney and Lacey Feminist Strategies of Detection' by Danae Clark which is both
informative and illuminating. Quoting Rosenzweig's summary that Cagney and Lacey
Is not a show about two cops who happen to be women but about two women who
happen to be cops. Ms Clark defUy illustrates how the popular series deals with
personal life. decision making processes. female bonding and the use of private space
and Ume. Of similar worth Is Lisa A Lewis's essay 'Consumer Glrl Culture: How Music
Video Appeals to Girls' which makes a perceptive and strong case for showing that
Madonna and Cyndi Lauper have used the medium of the rock video to subvert it and
remove It from male domination. My enjoyment of the Cagney and Lacey essays was
enhanced by the fact that I know the series very well. My enjoyment of Ms Lewis's
essay was in no way dimmed by the fact that my acquaintance with rock video Is slim
to say the least. I found the thesis Intriguing and the essay - oh rare delight celebratory of women. I'm now eager to watch a Madonna tape and have been
humming Ms Lauper's 'Girls just want to have fun' ever since. 1 would suggest a
reading of this essay could usefully be followed by a screening of Margo Harkins's
award winning film 'Hush-a -bye Baby' - noting the use the director makes of Ms
Lauper's song in this fine film.
Not all essays are as good. Andrea Press's essay on the dlfference between
working class women's reaction to Dynasty and the reactions of middle class women to
the same programme. whilst having good material to hand seemed in the end naive,
dull and despite Its feminist perspective. patronizing_ Ms Lewis's conclusion is that
middle class women enjoy the machinations of Alexis et al. as fantasy whereas working
class women see the behaviour as real. This surely must be related to one's knowledge
of the world as one encounters fl. A reader of HH magazine or for that matter the Hello
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may well view the lives of the non fictional rich as being similar to the lives led by
Krystal and the Carrington entourage. Surely it cannot have taken years of research to
discover that 'the primary function of romance reading for middle class women was
that the act of reading itself gave them the time away from their duties to husbands
and children, time for themselves alone'. an activity that Ms Press finds analogous to
watching Dynasty. len Ang's essay on 'Melodramatic Identifications: Television Fiction
and Women's Fantasy' uses Dallas as a text and delivers Its thesis with much more
verve.
A lively Australian essay 'Women Audiences and the Workplace' In which female
tele-sales operators describe how they Incorporate the narration of their favourite 1V
soaps into their working lives. melits attention for the vivid picture It gives of working
women as much as for what it tells you about their relation to 'IV.
Television and Women's Culture has the virtue of concentrating on a field of
television too often dismissed and rarely looked at from a feminist perspective. Its
problem lles in the fact that the worth of the perspective offered varies considerably.
When it is good It Is very very good; when it Is bad it is not horrid just rather dull.

Jean Baudrillard Cool memories

Translated by Chris Turner

University College Dublin.

London: Verso, 1990. 240pp. stg£29.95, stg£9.95 (pbk)
ISBN 086091 500 X

Richard Kearney, associate

professer of philosophy,

ISBN 086091 283 3 (pbk)

Richard Kearney
Cool Memories Is just that bit too cool to be true. In fact. truth no longer exists for
this author; and facts are merely imitations of facts. The world, as we think we lmow it.
Is no more than a simulation. But worse. it's a simulation without any original to
simulate. The old reliable distinction between artifice and reality has collapsed.

Given this epistemological thesis, ll is not surprising to discover that the
American dream factory has become a favourite stamping ground for Jean Baudrillard
in recent works. In Simulations and Simulacra he had this to say about the allpervasiveness of the US image industry epitomized by Disneyland:
Disneyland is there to conceal the fact that It Is all of 'real'
America which is Disneyland. Disneyland is presented as Imaginary
in order to make us believe that the rest is real. when In fact alJ of
Los Angeles and the America surrounding it are no longer real, but of
the order of the hyperreal or of simulation. It is no longer a question
of a false representation of reality (ideology), but of concealing the
fact that the real is no longer real ...
In America he explored this play of interminable simulation In all its everyday
folly. the tone being one of Ironic revelry and irreverence. With Cool Memories we get
what the author calls 'the other side of Ameli ca.· Written In the form of a desultory
diary which never takes itself too seriously, il nonetheless explores the darker sides of
the postmodern 'societe du spectacle'. ll probes the sllences. the omissions, the
brutalities. the absurdities Lhat 11oat about In the wreckage of a modern world
suddenly abandoned by the strong Ideologies of Messianism and Marxism. Having
travelled from the Marxist Left of the sixties to the all-American frisson of the seventies.
Baudrlllard now fmds himself wading through wavelets of melancholy. trying to make
some sense of the blic-a-brac of postmodern consumer culture. trying to salvage- or at
least savour - some pleasure from the 11otsam and j e tsam of our increasingly
fragmented experience.
The eclectic contents of the book Itself testify to this miscellaneous mood. The
m.lxum-gatherum of Baudrillard memories Include everything from A to Z. and in no
particular order: Alfa Romeos, the Antarcllca, AlDS. bureaucracy. Borges, the Berlin
Wall. Jean Baudrillard. Catholicism. cats, California. cloud formation, DNA. dogs.
Foucault. feminism, French fashions. Lech Walesa. Lacan, leukemia, mattresses. mud
wrestling. memorials. Palermo. pornography. the Pope. snow. Stevie Wonder and
Alexander Zlnovlev. The list. as is obvious. is arbitrary. I could begin or end anywhere.
And that's precisely the sense you get from Cool Memories. Cool to the point of
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cynicism. Though It Is, to be fair. a cynicism turned in upon itself. A thanatos of selftorment and self-deflation. Like when he lays Into the Parisian cult of the philosopher.
having just let us know that the former French Prime Minister. Laurent Fabius, had
invited the author himself and other celebrated French intellectuals to an after-dinner
think-in about the need for political vision. One gets the uneasy impression that once
the world has been americanized. nothing really matters any more. Everything
becomes weightless. unbearably Light. non-committal. Life Itself becomes a quotation to quote Baudrillard quoting Borges quoting one of his fictional quotes.
It is true that the au thor does express his dislike of the new culture of 'airconditioned intelligence'. But the disllke Is no longer grounded on any principle or
political commitment. Principles and grounds have gone out the window - along with
metaphysics, god, Marxism. morality and the human subject. The operative mood In
these memories - whose only real sequential order derives from the fact that the five
sets of entries are recorded every October over a five year period - is one of loss.
Slippage. Absence. Dispersal. Reflections of homo abscondltus.

The author himself likes to call this postmodem mood 'melancholia'. The kind of
after-taste you might get from a Marguerite Duras or Thomas Pynchon novel; or a film
by David Lynch or Peter Greenaway. I'm not sure that 'melancholy' Isn't too heavy a
word for what Baudrillard Is a t. It's more like a brilliantined necrophilia - an
extraordinarily talented mind feeding off its own bitter-sweet angoisse. Baudrillard's
description of driving in California serves as an apt metaphor for the book itself:
"Gliding along the road that runs beside the coast in a black Porsche is like penetrating
slowly into the inside of your own body".
The New York Times has hailed Jean Baudrillard as a 'sharp-shooting lone ranger
of the post-Marxist left'. More like Custer after his last stand.
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